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Abstract 

 

Group decision-making for techno-economic assessment often involves coordination 

between multiple stakeholders who have their own perspectives, motivations, objectives, and 

expertise. This increases the complexity of the decision-making process, requiring interventions 

that can help groups tradeoff multiple objectives and avoid suboptimal decisions. I focus on two 

critical problems faced by groups of system designers that have been incompletely explored in 

behavioral and decision science domain: generating efficient designs and reaching group 

consensus. I develop and test two classes of behavioral interventions to address these problems: 

real-time feedback and consensus-driven group recommender systems. Although these have the 

potential to help groups generate better designs and reach consensus, they lack quantitative 

evidence of their effectiveness and feasibility to improve group decision-making processes in 

techno-economic analyses. 

 The objective of this thesis is to provide quantitative evidence of the feasibility and 

effectiveness of those interventions using behavioral experiments in a laboratory setting. I 

achieved these objectives by recruiting a wide range of participants (students, laypeople in the 

general public, experts in an emerging technology), organizing them into groups, and evaluated 

the feasibility and effectiveness of the interventions on helping them to improve their decision-

making in three different techno-economic areas. I first evaluated the effectiveness of providing 

real-time feedback to groups of students tasked with designing a complex wastewater 

management system with multiple objectives. Later, I extend the behavioral experiment 

framework to build and evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of using a consensus-driven 

recommender system to help groups of laypeople to come to a consensus for climate change 

policy. Finally, I apply the model developed previously to help experts in metal additive 

manufacturing (MAM) domain to determine part and subassembly suitability for MAM in an 

U.S. Army context.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Group decision-making for techno-economic assessment often involves coordination 

between multiple stakeholders who have their own perspectives, motivations, objectives and 

expertise.1,2 This increases the complexity of the decision-making process, require qualitative 

evaluations around tradeoffs of multiple objectives, and can lead to unsatisfactory and 

suboptimal decisions.3–7 Existing research in the behavioral and decision sciences has focused on 

two objectives: generating better designs, and making better decisions in order to reach group 

consensus.8–10 There is a wealth of behavioral science literature on different mechanisms that 

would improve these objectives, including interventions that are effective for improving some 

aspects of group decision-making (provide computational tools, encourage interpersonal 

communications, incorporate individual preferences on group outcome to narrow down design 

options etc.).11–26 On the other hand, there are two interventions, real-time feedback and 

consensus-driven group recommender system, with the potential to improve efficiency of designs 

and group consensus, that lack quantitative evidence of their effectiveness.9,12,27,28  

Although empirical evidence is lacking, there is reason to believe that real-time feedback 

and consensus-driven group recommender systems can improve group decision-making. Prior 

research found that when provided with real-time feedback, groups can better understand the 

goals and interactions of the entire system rather than just each person’s subsystem.29,30 

Feedback allows team members to gain better understanding of other members’ roles and 

responsibilities,31,32 and can improve the motivation of the group members, reducing social 

loafing and other undesirable behavior.33–35 Finally, real-time feedback can allow group 

members to validate their assumptions about the overall system and how their actions influence 

it.12 Therefore, by providing real-time feedback, groups can better understand how each piece of 

the overall system interacts and functions, what each member’s roles and responsibilities are, and 

generate designs that are closer to the global optimum. 

Consensus-driven group recommender systems work by estimating and aggregating 

individual preferences of members of the group.9 All preference elicitation studies elicit 

individual preferences using some method (discrete choice experiments, contingent valuation, 

ranking etc.) then aggregate those preferences by assigning equal weighting to all individuals. 

The equal weights aggregation rule is not normatively required, nor consistent with observed 
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experimental results that find individuals care about the outcomes of others, desiring equity and 

equality.36,37 By combining individual preferences using an aggregation rule implicitly preferred 

by the groups, a consensus-based group recommender system can help to narrow down options 

that are acceptable to the group, and allow them to make decisions that will lead to greater group 

satisfaction.9,10,38 As opposed to many existing group recommender systems, consensus-driven 

group recommender systems attempts to find solutions that have a high level of agreement 

amongst its users, rather than recommendations with a minimum level of agreement.9,10,38,39 

Consensus-driven group recommender systems that can incorporate a mechanism that aims to 

reach consensus allows individuals to express their preferences over the distribution of outcomes 

in a group and allow groups to make decisions that will have the highest likelihood of agreement. 

 

1.1 Using real-time feedback to improve group decision-making in 

techno-economic assessment 

 

The design of complex systems involves coordination between multiple experts who have 

their own perspectives, motivations, objectives, and expertise.2,40 The heterogeneous objectives 

of these experts increase the complexity of design tasks, create information asymmetries, risking 

bounded rationality on the part of each participant, who ignores global complexities and instead 

rationally solves a focal sub-problem.3,41,42 This approach generates locally, but not globally, 

optimal solutions to the systems.4 In addition, the design space is often extremely large, making 

it difficult for groups to determine whether their design was globally optimal.43 Prior work finds 

that when decision-makers work in teams, sub-optimal solutions may result from biases such as 

groupthink, egocentric biases, and social loafing.13,24,44,45 While some work has suggested real-

time feedback as a mechanism to reduce those biases, there is a question of whether it is a 

necessary mechanism for improving group design performance.46–48 If real-time feedback is 

unnecessary, organizations can focus on other ways to improve team collaboration. While one 

prior study found little benefit of real-time system-level feedback for students designing a 

complex interconnected system (a space mission), the small sample limited the study’s statistical 

power.49 Other researchers have focused on either perceptual tasks (identifying visual cues), or 

simple decision-making tasks (selecting the right candidate for a hiring decision), as opposed to 
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the design of complex interconnected systems.12,24,29,30,33–35,46,50 Studies that evaluate the 

performance of design teams in large samples, as in the case of Gonzalez-Mule et al. (2016), also 

have lacked objective criteria for evaluating the team’s solution (instead using subjective criteria 

based on the organization’s leader).29  

In addition, researchers also found that feedback is not a necessary component to improve 

group performance in a low-level perceptual decision-making task.11,12 In fact, Bahrami et al. 

found social collaboration was the only required component for performance improvements, and 

feedback to the group accelerated the process, but was not sufficient on its own.12 In groups 

where participants have different abilities, participants interacting with other participants learned 

information and credibility of each other’s estimates through other signals.27 Therefore, although 

prior research suggests a strong role of real-time feedback on performance, the results may not 

generalize to the design of complex systems, where correctness is evaluated as tradeoffs between 

different objectives.28  

We hypothesize that groups with real-time feedback will generate solutions closer to the 

global optimum in a complex design task, and these groups will also generate better design 

solutions than participants working independently or through informal collaboration. Even when 

there is no single correct decision, real-time feedback can improve group decision making 

through several mechanisms. First, researchers have found that feedback clarifies the goals and 

interactions between subsystems for individuals within a team.29,30 In a survey of 110 defense 

industry manufacturing firms in South Korea, feedback provided clarity on group goals and 

allowed individuals to understand their interactions with the overall system.29 Teams that 

received feedback saw their members gain better understanding of their interactions with the 

overall system for problem solving tasks (landing an airplane for a flight simulator).30 Second, 

feedback (when provided objectively and in a timely manner), allows team members to evaluate 

their assumptions about the overall system.47,48 In a study of student groups making hiring 

decisions, teams that received feedback performed better than teams with no feedback, as 

feedback allowed team members to evaluate their preconceived ideas and assumptions.47 Finally, 

real-time feedback can improve the group’s collaboration process.33–35,51 In two experiments that 

tasked students to generate ideas for improving the campus parking system, researchers found 

that feedback provided additional motivation for all participants to increase their effort.33 
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Researchers also found that feedback can also reduce social loafing by identifying individual 

contributions in a group.13,52 

 

1.2 Using consensus-driven group recommender systems to 

generate group consensus in techno-economic assessment 

 

Informal coalition formation and bargaining is the most common approach to develop 

consensus, where groups discuss and make concessions to form larger groups with the hope of 

finding solutions with widespread appeal.53 For problems with a large number of stakeholders, 

one way to identify compromises is to use opinion polls.54 However, those polls only estimate 

the distribution of public preferences for single issues (as opposed to the joint distribution across 

many issues), and do not permit quantification of either the strength of support for alternatives or 

whether supporters are willing to make tradeoffs. Preference elicitation studies can provide that 

information, for example by using discrete choice experiments to elicit stated preferences over 

sets of public policies.37,55,56 In these studies, individuals are asked to make explicit choices 

between policy platforms, and statistical models like the multinomial logit or mixed logit are 

used to estimate individual preferences. Policies with the broadest appeal can be found by 

aggregating preferences across individuals using a voting rule, a social welfare function that 

gives each individual’s vote equal weight.57,58  

Use of a function that gives equal weight to all individuals is, however, neither 

normatively required, nor consistent with descriptive studies of social preferences. For both 

individuals expressing their preferences over outcomes for a group (the individual social 

preference function), as well as the group's aggregate preference (the group social welfare 

function), there are many alternatives to equal weights.57 From the normative perspective, under 

the assumption that individual preferences are cardinal (invariant up to affine transformations) 

and fully comparable (CFC) across decision-makers (both utility levels and changes are 

comparable), there are many individual social preference functions and group welfare 

functions.59,60 Although equal weights is one admissible function under CFC, choice based on 

the minimum utility (that is, choosing the alternative that maximizes the utility for the worst-off 

individual, or the least miserable), is another.9,61,62 In fact, all individual social preference 
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functions and group welfare functions have a common form under CFC. Consider 𝑖 ∈

{1, 2, … , 𝐶} decision-makers who have cardinal utility functions 𝑢𝑖(. ): 𝒳 → 𝑅 that map 

alternatives 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 to real numbers. Call 𝑤1(. ), 𝑤2(. ), … 𝑤𝐶(. ) the social preference functions 

privately held by everyone that map the 𝐶 individual utilities to a real number 𝑤𝑖(. ): ℝ𝐶 →  ℝ  If 

these social preference functions satisfy the Pareto and independence criteria, then they have the 

form:60 

 

𝑤𝑖(𝑢1(. ), 𝑢2(. ), … , 𝑢𝑛(. )) = �̅�(. ) + 𝑔𝑖(𝑢1(. ) − �̅�(. ), 𝑢2(. ) − �̅�(. ), … , 𝑢𝑛(. ) − �̅�(. )) (1-1) 

 

where �̅�(. ) =
∑ 𝑢𝑖(.)𝐶

𝑖=1

𝐶
𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑔𝑖(. ): ℝ𝐶 →  ℝ   is a homogeneous degree-1 function. Similarly, any 

group social welfare function 𝑊 must have the same form, minus the index 𝑖 in 𝑔𝑖. 

Descriptively, a consistent finding in the behavioral science and experimental economics 

literatures is that individuals do not just care about their own private outcomes, but also about the 

outcomes of others, meaning a simple equally weighted aggregation rule is not sufficient to 

capture the complexity of individual social preferences and group social welfare functions. For 

example, Bruhin et al. used a finite mixture model to uncover three types of preferences for 

inequality aversion among Swiss students.19 Strong altruists (40% of the sample) were willing to 

pay 89 cents to reduce inequality by 1 dollar when they were ahead, and 19 cents when they 

were behind. Moderate altruists (50% of the sample) were willing to pay 15 cents and 7 cents, 

respectively. Behindness-averse individuals (10% of the sample) were willing to pay 78 cents to 

reduce inequality by one dollar, but only when they were behind. The Bruhin et al. study is one 

of several that use finite mixture models over predefined preference types (Iriberri & Rey-Biel, 

2011, 2013; Conte & Moffatt, 2014; Conte & Levati, 2014; Bardsley & Moffatt, 2007), an 

approach that complements many studies that have used parametric models to fit individual 

social preferences (Andreoni and Miller, 2002; Bellemare et al., 2008; Fisman et al., 2007, 

2015).19–23,63–67 Other studies use non-parametric techniques (Kerschbamer, 2015, 2017), and 

evaluate the stability of social preferences, for example over time (Volk et al., 2012; Blanco et 

al., 2011) as well as in the field (Karlan, 2005; Benz & Meier, 2008; Fehr & Leibbrandt, 2011; 

Laury & Taylor, 2008).68–75 There is also research examining contextual effects such as 

reputation and type of outcome on the form of social preferences. Findings from Bolton et al. 
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indicate that experimental results tend to be driven by unfairness averse preferences as opposed 

to reputational issues (decisions are unchanged when the experimenter cannot identify players).76 

Davis, Miller, and Bhatia find that a large majority of participants asked to split a painful 

experience had equality-seeking preferences (approximately 80% were characterized by 

equality-seeking, while 20% were selfish).77 

These results indicate that a mechanism that aims to reach consensus should allow 

individuals to express their preferences over the distribution of outcomes in a group. However, 

prior work has either been descriptive, examining individual social preferences in different 

contexts, or has assumed a group social welfare function, as is done in prior work on group 

recommender systems and participatory budgeting.9,38,78–83 This neglects an important 

relationship between the individual social preference functions 𝑤𝑖 and the resulting group social 

welfare function 𝑊. It is possible to represent the group's social welfare function in terms of 

simple statistics over the individual utilities when each individual has a common (or similar) 

individual social preference function. Further, the same result could be obtained by a group of 

individuals with selfish individual social preference functions (𝑤𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖) but in aggregate uses an 

inequality averse group social welfare function. 

We argue that finding policies that satisfy members of the public with different preferences 

can be seen as an optimization problem, that we call social welfare optimization, that uses 

information about individual preferences and group behavior to find the group social welfare 

function that implicitly best fits the group's values. We propose an empirical approach that 

models a group's social welfare function based on both individual preferences and group 

decisions, then validate the approach by observing whether the group reaches consensus on the 

recommendation. 

 

1.3 Research objectives 

This dissertation uses group behavioral experiments to investigate the effectiveness of these 

proposed behavioral interventions on group decision making for techno-economic assessments 

(Figure 1-1Error! Reference source not found.). This work evaluates how these interventions 

influence the generation of designs and group consensus. Specifically, By recruiting both 

laypeople and expert participants to make group decisions in three diverse technical domains 
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(wastewater system design, federal decarbonization strategies in the United States, consolidation 

and part selection for metal additive manufacturing), I will a) determine the feasibility of real-

time feedback and group recommender systems to improve the efficiency and consensus of 

group decisions, and b) evaluate the effectiveness of those interventions using laboratory 

experiments. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 - Proposed work and their impact on research objectives 

 

To accomplish these goals, I propose three research projects (Figure 1-2): 

 

 

Figure 1-2 - Proposed research domains and tools associated with each proposed project 
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Chapter 2: Evaluating how real-time feedback improves multi-stakeholder design for complex 

environmental systems. 

• This chapter evaluates the effectiveness of providing real-time feedback to groups 

(CMU students) tasked with designing a multi-objective wastewater treatment system for 

unconventional oil and gas exploration. Employing a between/within subject 

experimental design, I measured the differences in design performance as groups tackle 

the problem without any collaboration amongst its members, with informal 

communication between its members, and with real-time feedback provided to the group. 

By building the experiment on an existing multi-objective optimization model, we can 

evaluate how different designs generated by the groups differ from solutions on the 

Pareto frontier.  

Chapter 3: A quantitative method for reaching consensus on federal climate change policy in 

the United States. 

• This chapter evaluates the feasibility and effectiveness of reaching group 

consensus on climate and energy policy by optimizing an unknown social welfare 

function in a 3-stage experimental setting. Pittsburgh residents who planned to vote in 

the 2020 Democratic Presidential Primary were recruited in Spring 2020. I evaluated the 

feasibility of learning a group’s social welfare function in real-time based on group 

members’ individual choices. I then evaluated the effectiveness of the group 

recommender system by measuring the group’s acceptance and their satisfaction with the 

recommendation.  

Chapter 4: Automating Subsystem Consolidation Evaluations and Part Selection for Metal 

Additive Manufacturing 

• This chapter measures the feasibility and effectiveness of the group recommender 

system for experts in metal additive manufacturing. Specifically, the chapter evaluates 

how a group recommender system can help experts with different technical backgrounds 

(material science, additive manufacturing, military logistics etc.) come to a consensus 

when faced with a decision to select appropriate parts for additive manufacturing for US 

Army priorities. By fostering deliberation between groups of experts and helping them 

come to consensus, the project 1) used expert-guided learning to filter out parts 
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unsuitable for additive manufacturing, 2) expanded our existing techno-economic and 

expert decision models to incorporate Army priorities and procedures, and 3) prototyped 

a learning algorithm, seeded with expert knowledge, to automatically search Army 

databases for parts most suitable for additive manufacturing.  

1.4 Dissertation structure 

This dissertation consists of an introduction (Chapter 1), three chapters on three different 

research projects; one published (Chapter 2); one currently under review for publication (Chapter 

3); one that will be submitted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal after the completion of 

the defense (Chapter 4), and an overall conclusion of this dissertation (Chapter 5). Chapter 1, the 

introduction, presents the motivation and background for the dissertation and the overall 

structure of this dissertation. Chapter 2, published in 2021 in Environmental Research and 

Communication84, evaluated the impact of providing real-time performance feedback on groups 

tasked with a complex system design problem. Chapter 3, currently in review for publication in 

Nature Communications, investigates and evaluates the feasibility of generating climate change 

policy consensus using a consensus-driven group recommender system. In addition, this chapter 

investigates the first order policy cost and effectiveness of the recommended policies. Chapter 4, 

currently being prepared for submission, extends the method built in Chapter 3 and applied to 

eliciting expert judgment for part selection and part consolidation for metal additive 

manufacturing in the U.S. Army context. In addition, using the models described in the chapter, I 

developed an interactive platform demo that allows single experts enter potential candidates and 

receive a suitability score on their appropriateness for metal additive manufacturing and for 

subassembly consolidation. Finally, Chapter 5 presents a summary, future prospective, and 

conclusion of the dissertation.  
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Chapter 2 Real-Time Feedback Improves Multi-

Stakeholder Design for Complex Environmental Systems1 

  

 
1 The contents of this chapter and its supplemental information (included as Appendix A) have been published as: 

Guo N, Davis A, Mauter M, Whitacre J. Real-time feedback improves multi-stakeholder design for complex 

environmental systems. Environ Res Commun. 2021;3(4):45006.  
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2.1 Abstract 

We test whether providing quantitative real-time feedback relating design decisions to 

system objectives improve group solutions in an interdependent energy-water design task. While 

prior research suggests an important role of real-time feedback on task performance, few studies 

have examined the role of real-time feedback in the design of complex environmental systems. 

We tested a real-time feedback approach using a mixed within- and between-subject experiment 

(n = 88 Carnegie Mellon University students, divided into 22 groups of four). When compared to 

individual designs and informal collaborations, real-time performance feedback yielded solutions 

closer to the Pareto frontier and reduced both financial (by 26% and 21%) and environmental 

cost (by 34% and 12%). In addition, informal collaboration did not improve group decision-

making when compared to individual designs. The results suggest that optimal solutions to 

meeting energy and water demand while minimizing cost and environmental impact can be 

obscured in informal collaborations, but that real-time feedback to system designers can help 

avoid waste of public resources. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

The design of complex systems involves coordination between multiple experts who have 

their own perspectives, motivations, objectives, and expertise.40,85 The heterogeneous objectives 

of these experts increases the complexity of design tasks, risking bounded rationality on the part 

of each individual, who ignores global complexities and instead rationally solves a focal sub-

problem.3 This approach generates locally, but not globally, optimal solutions to the systems.4 

We propose an approach called Concurrent Assessment and Design of Systems (CADS) that 

combines a concurrent design process with real-time feedback to facilitate design decisions. 

Compared to existing engineering design frameworks, CADS helps decision-makers discretize 

systems into interconnected submodules, then adds real-time system performance feedback to 

relay design outcomes to decision-makers.86–88 The goal of CADS is to help decision-makers 

converge on a globally optimal design through structured interaction and collaboration. In the 

present research, we experimentally examine the effect of one component of CADS, real-time 

performance feedback during group collaboration, to evaluate that component’s importance as an 

environmental engineering design tool. 
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Compared to teams that work in isolation on their subproblem and then try to come to 

agreement on a global solution, real-time feedback provides each team member with the team’s 

current total performance on a task.89 This real-time feedback does not require another expert to 

evaluate and provide information to teams, as is typically done in after-the-fact performance 

evaluations.89 Prior research finds that when decision-makers work in teams, biases such as 

groupthink, egocentrism, and social loafing can lead to suboptimal solutions.13,44,45,90 While some 

findings have suggested that real-time feedback can reduce those biases, there is an open 

question about whether it is necessary for improving group design performance.46–48 While one 

study found little benefit of real-time system-level feedback for students designing a complex 

interconnected system (a space mission), the small sample limited the study’s statistical power.49 

Other researchers have focused on either perceptual tasks (identifying visual cues), or simple 

decision-making tasks (selecting the right candidate for a hiring decision), as opposed to the 

design of complex interconnected systems.12,27,29–31,33–35,46,50,90 Studies that evaluate the 

performance of design teams in large samples, as in the case of Gonzalez-Mule et al. (2016), 

evaluated primarily the effect of ex-post feedback (self-reported performance reviews) rather 

than real-time feedback, and also have lacked objective criteria for evaluating the team’s 

solution.29 Although prior research suggests a strong role of real-time feedback on performance, 

the results may not generalize to the design of complex systems, where correctness is evaluated 

as efficient tradeoffs between different objectives.28  

We hypothesize that groups receiving real-time feedback will generate better solutions in 

a complex design task than participants working independently or through informal 

collaboration. Real-time feedback can improve group decision-making through several 

mechanisms. First, researchers have found that feedback clarifies the goals and interactions 

between subsystems for individuals within a team.29,30 In a survey of 110 defense industry 

manufacturing firms in South Korea, respondents indicated that feedback provided clarity on 

group goals and allowed individuals to understand their interactions with the overall system.29 

Teams that received feedback also gained a better understanding of the roles of other team 

members.31 Second, feedback (when provided objectively and in a timely manner), allows team 

members to evaluate their assumptions about the system.12,31,33,34,50 In a study of student groups 

making hiring decisions, teams that received feedback performed better than teams with no 

feedback, as feedback allowed team members to evaluate their preconceived ideas and 
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assumptions.47 Finally, real-time feedback can improve the group’s collaboration process.33–

35,51,52 In two experiments that tasked students to generate ideas for improving the campus 

parking system, researchers found that feedback provided additional motivation for all 

participants to increase their effort.33 Researchers also found that feedback can reduce social 

loafing by identifying individual contributions in a group.13,52  

Building on this prior research, we created a group design task for complex 

interdependent energy-water systems to test two hypotheses about group performance with 

versus without real-time feedback: 

 

H1:  Group members in a complex system design task receiving real-time feedback will generate 

system-level solutions that are close to the Pareto optimal solution. 

 

H2:  Group members receiving real-time feedback will generate system-level solutions that are 

better than solutions generated independently or through informal collaborations. 

 

To test our hypotheses, our working example is a wastewater treatment system for 

unconventional gas exploration operation in the Marcellus region (a region spanning New York, 

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia).91 The problem is formally 

characterized using a multi-objective, mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model.91 In this 

case study, potential designs had two competing system objectives, either to reduce project 

lifetime financial cost, or reduce the human health impacts from air emissions (see Figure 2-1). 

To design a system that meets those two objectives, analysts need to gather information from a 

range of experts on parameters such as wastewater flowback rate, wastewater composition in 

frack fluid, and wastewater treatment efficiency. Decision-makers also need to provide 

information on the set of system constraints, including fracking schedule, mass-balance, 

capacity, and finances. Finally, decision-makers need to make design and policy decisions about 

freshwater source use, wastewater reuse, and water transportation options. 
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Figure 2-1 - Shale gas wastewater management system diagram, adapted from Bartholomew and Mauter. Experts needed to 

decide how to transport water between the different stages, along with other decisions such as whether to reuse wastewater, store 

wastewater, or to treat the water centrally. Experts also made policy decisions about where to draw freshwater while balancing 

different stakeholder preferences. 

 

We used this case study to examine the effect of providing real-time feedback on system 

performance in a multi-participant, multi-objective case study. We compare real-time feedback 

against two alternatives: an independent design approach where each participant had to make 

decisions on their own, and an informal collaboration approach where participants worked 

together without real-time feedback. 

 

2.3 Method 

2.3.1 Research design 

Participants were asked to design a wastewater management system for shale gas 

exploration in the Marcellus region.91 Initially formulated as a MILP, changes were made to 

allow research participants to complete the tasks in a timely manner. These include:  

● Pipelines can no longer be leased on a weekly basis.  

● Water must be transported through trucking or constructing a new pipeline.  
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● Transportation option decisions are not made on a weekly, individual connection basis, 

but are applied across the entire system for the duration. This reduces the number of 

binary decision variables from 1750 to 13, making it tractable as a design exercise.  

● Increased the number of freshwater sources from one to three. Participants needed to 

select the freshwater source for the system. 

● Increased the number of pipeline options from one to three. Participants needed to choose 

a specific pipeline capacity if they chose to use it for water transportation.  

 

Due to these changes, the problem transformed into these two objective functions:   

 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 =  (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 +

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)   (2-1) 

Where:  

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑙 is the cost of freshwater withdrawal,  

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the cost of freshwater transportation, 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the cost of wastewater transportation, 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is the cost of water storage, 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the cost of water treatment. 

 

And:  

 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐸 = 

∑𝑒 𝐶𝐸𝑒(𝑀𝑒
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝑀𝑒

𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 + 𝑀𝑒
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑀𝑒

𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑀𝑒
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙) (2-2) 

Where:  

𝐶𝐸𝑒 is the cost of emissions for each air pollutant 𝑒,  

𝑀𝑒
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑀𝑒

𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒,  𝑀𝑒
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑀𝑒

𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑀𝑒
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑙

 are the amount of air pollutant 𝑒 

generated for each activity.  

 

Further details for each objective function can be found in Appendix A.1. 
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The model also consists of a series of constraints, ranging from mass balance constraints, 

to flow capacity constraints, to scheduling constraints. It is important to note that even with these 

constraints, there are ~2,200 different possible designs for the system, making it infeasible for 

participants to iterate through the entire solution space under a time constraint. The study 

employed a mixed within- and between-subjects design, with 88 participants drawn from the 

Carnegie Mellon University student population. Our experimental design was reviewed and 

approved by Carnegie Mellon University’s Institutional Review Board prior to subject 

recruitment. There were no exclusion criteria. Students were recruited through posters around 

campus, and participants were compensated with a lottery of five $50 Amazon gift cards. Each 

participant in the group was randomly assigned an expert role and provided with briefing 

material on their expertise. There were four expert roles: Well-Pad Operator, Freshwater Expert, 

Wastewater Expert, and Environmental Regulator. The briefing material was unique to each 

expert role and included information on the parameters of their areas of expertise, their 

individual goals, their motivations, and the expected interactions with other members of the 

group. During the experiment, the experimenter was present in the room observing participant 

behavior and ensured that participants did not share their briefing material with other members of 

the group. Carnegie Mellon University students do not accurately represent the population of 

experts because they did not have years of experience working in the oil and gas industry, nor the 

technical expertise in designing a wastewater treatment system for shale gas exploration. To 

address their lack of expertise on the subject matter, the briefing material included a general 

overview of unconventional gas exploration, specific domain knowledge such as pipeline 

capacity and transportation distance, and historical system performance that provides a useful 

marker for the participants. We also added contextual information, including the motivation of 

their role as an expert. Additional details on the briefing material (including the specific briefing 

material for each role) can be found in Appendix A.2. Participants conducted the research tasks 

through a web-app (built through R Shiny) specific to their expert role. From the participant’s 

perspective, these apps represented the submodules that provided all the information they needed 

to make decisions, as well as the performance of their submodules as a function of the group’s 

decisions. Participants didn’t have to enter their design decisions in a specific order (e.g., 

regulator first).  
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2.3.2 Research tasks 

 

Pre-study Task: Each participant was briefed with the setup and the relevant information related 

to their role. To verify that participants sufficiently understood the setup prior to the tasks, three 

True or False validation questions were asked. If the participant did not answer the validation 

question correctly, the correct answer was provided, and the participant was given an opportunity 

to ask clarifying questions. 

Task 2 (Collaboration Task): In this task, participants were asked to collaborate informally and 

generate a design solution. The results for both their individual design and the overall system 

were recorded. In addition to in-person dialogue, the participants could use markers and dry-

erase whiteboards. When compared to the results from Task 1, this task measured the effects of 

informal discussion on both individual and group performance. The participants had 20 minutes 

to complete this task. 

Task 3 (CADS Task): In this task, participants were asked to collaborate and generate a design 

solution with additional access to a dashboard with real-time performance feedback. The 

feedback included overall financial and environmental costs of the design they generated, along 

with a component-by-component breakdown of the cost. Finally, the feedback included the 

decisions each participant made for each design, allowing participants to understand how their 

collective decisions affected the overall system. The feedback did not provide suggestions for 

future designs, nor did it indicate whether the solution was on the Pareto Frontier, meaning 

participants needed to actively link the feedback they received with the decisions they made to 

make improvements to their design. Their results for both their individual design and the overall 

system were recorded. When compared with both Task 1 and 2, this task measured the effect of 

real-time performance feedback on both individual and group performance. The participants had 

20 minutes to complete this task. 

Each group consisted of four students who completed all three research tasks, and we 

compared the performance between each group and within each group, across all three tasks. To 

explore potential order effects, the order of Tasks 2 and 3 was randomized between-subjects. 

Task 1 always came first. 
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2.4 Results 

 

H1: We hypothesized that participants receiving real-time feedback would generate system 

solutions that are close to optimal.  

Because the task was a multi-objective optimization problem (both environmental and 

financial cost), there are multiple potential optimal solutions that generate a Pareto frontier. We 

classified distance to the optimal solution as the smallest Euclidean distance to the Pareto frontier 

across the multi-objective outcome space. Our hypothesis test constructed a 20% margin of non-

inferiority surrounding each solution on the Pareto frontier. We assessed whether solutions 

generated by participants across the different tasks fell within that margin of non-inferiority.92  

At the group level, participants receiving real-time feedback (CADS task) generated 

solutions that were closer to the Pareto frontier than the other non-CADS tasks. As shown in 

Figure 2-2, system outcomes created by groups with real-time feedback (Figure 2-2 panel B) 

overlapped much more closely with the Pareto non-inferiority margin than solutions generated 

through independent design (Figure 2-2 panel A) and through informal collaboration (Figure 2-2 

panels C and D). The mean distance to the Pareto Frontier was $2.4M for the CADS task (SD = 

$2.2M, N = 22), compared to informal collaboration task of $5.9M (SD = $9.7M, N = 22), or 

independent task of $14.5M (SD = $14.7M, N = 22). The one-tailed test of whether the mean 

distances fell within the non-inferiority region is: 

𝐻0:  𝜇𝑇 ≥ 𝜇𝑅 + 𝑀𝑁𝐼  

𝐻𝑎:  𝜇𝑇 < 𝜇𝑅 + 𝑀𝑁𝐼 

Where: 

𝜇𝑇 is the sample mean distance to the Pareto Frontier, 

𝜇𝑅 is the reference mean (a distance of 0 to the Pareto Frontier), 

𝑀𝑁𝐼 is the margin of non-inferiority (a distance = 20% of the closest solution on the Pareto 

Frontier). 

Under this test, the CADS task has a t-statistic of -1.81 (df = 21, p = 0.04) compared to 

the informal collaboration task t-statistic of -0.05 (df = 21, p = 0.48) or independent task t-

statistic of 0.55 (df = 21, p = 0.70). We could only reject the null hypothesis for outcomes 

generated through the CADS task, indicating that only the CADS task outcomes were 
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statistically within the margin of non-inferiority of the Pareto efficient solutions. It is important 

to note that while we can only reject the null hypothesis for the outcomes generated through the 

CADS task, this is not evidence on its own that the CADS task performed statistically better than 

the other two tasks. H2 is used instead to evaluate the performance differences between the tasks. 

 

Figure 2-2 - Black dots represent Pareto outcomes, and gray area represents the 20% non-inferiority margin. (A) Design solutions 

created by participants from the individual design task. (B) Design solutions created by participants from the CADS design task. 

(C) Design solutions created by participants from informal collaboration design task before the CADS task. (D) Design solutions 

created by participants from informal collaboration design task after the CADS task. Red dotted lines denote 95% CI for the 

participant generated design solutions in the feasible region. 

Participants receiving CADS feedback performed well regardless of the task order, 

whereas participants receiving informal feedback only performed well if that feedback came 

after the CADS task (Figure 2-2 panels D), but not before (Figure 2-2 panel C). This suggests an 

asymmetric transfer effect from the CADS task to informal collaboration, where participants 
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were able to learn Pareto optimal solutions from the CADS task and transfer that to the informal 

collaboration task, but not vice versa. When the informal task came first the t-statistic for the 

informal collaboration task was 0.17 (df = 13, p = 0.57), showing no statistical evidence that 

groups generated designs inside the non-inferiority region when informally collaborating, 

whereas if the informal collaboration task was second, the t-statistic for the informal 

collaboration task is -2.30 (df = 7, p = 0.027) showing statistical evidence that these groups 

generated designs inside the non-inferiority region. On the other hand, if the CADS task was 

first, the t-statistic for the CADS task is -1.85 (df = 7, p = 0.053), whereas if the CADS task was 

second, the t-statistic for the CADS task is -1.81 (df = 13, p = 0.047) showing that the order of 

the CADS task did not appreciably change the result. 

 

H2:  Our second hypothesis was that participants receiving real-time feedback would generate 

system solutions that are better than solutions generated independently or through informal 

collaboration. 

 We tested H2 by constructing a linear regression model that evaluated the effect of 

providing participants with real-time feedback on their group performance, as measured by the 

system’s financial and environmental impact costs. We found that participants receiving real-

time feedback generated better solutions for both objectives than the independent design and 

informal collaboration design. Further, there was an asymmetric transfer effect, where 

participants who completed the real-time feedback task before the informal collaboration task 

performed better on the informal collaboration task than when the order of tasks was reversed. 

Figure 2-3 shows that the distribution of the financial cost (Figure 2-3 panel A) and 

environmental cost (Figure 2-3 panel B) are skewed with a long right tail. To account for the 

skew in the underlying distributions, we log transformed the dependent variables. The resulting 

distributions appear to be less skewed, with a shorter tail and fewer outliers. To address the 

concerns raised by Lo and Andrew (2015) about the log-normal assumption, we repeated the 

analysis with the model specification using a log link function, and there was very little 

difference between the log transformed and the log link result.93 Additional details can be found 

in Appendix A.3. The model specification is: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑂𝑏𝑗𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖)  = 𝐵0 + 𝛿1 × 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 + 𝛿2 × 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 + 𝛾 × 1(𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) +

𝜏1 × 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 × 1(𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) + 𝜏2 × 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 × 1(𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) + 𝑋𝑖𝛽 + 휀𝑖 (2-3) 
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Participants receiving real-time feedback generated solutions that are better than the 

independent design and informal collaboration design for both objectives (shown in Figure 2-3). 

As shown in Table 2-1, participants who received the real-time feedback generated solutions that 

were on average ~$17.2M lower in financial cost (26%2, df = 58, t = -3.29, p < 0.01), and 

~$8.4M lower in environmental cost (34%, df = 58, t = -2.39, p < 0.05) when compared to the 

same group’s performance in the independent design task, and ~$11.6M (21%, df = 58, t = -3.21, 

p < 0.05) lower in financial cost and ~$3.2M (12%, df = 58, t = -1.03, p < 0.30) lower in 

environmental cost when compared to the same group’s performance in the informal 

collaboration task. The difference between the real-time feedback group and the informal 

collaboration task is not statistically significant for environmental cost, potentially because many 

groups chose to trade off environmental cost to increase their gains in the financial cost category 

between the informal collaboration stage and the feedback stage. 

The cost reductions relative to independent design were statistically significant for the 

CADS task both when the CADS task was before informal collaboration and after. However, 

there was no improvement on the informal collaboration task relative to the independent design 

task when participants completed the informal collaboration task before the CADS task. This 

suggests there is significant learning and improvement from real-time feedback, and that 

improvement was transferred to the informal collaboration group when CADS came before 

informal collaboration, but not after. Without real-time feedback, there was little learning, 

suggesting the presence of asymmetric transfer effect. This can be directly observed from the 

regression results. We conducted a Z-test on the collaboration order effect (𝜏𝐹1 = −0.29) against 

the CADS order effect (𝜏𝐹2 = −0.01) for financial cost and found that the two coefficients are 

statistically different (Z = 2.24, p < 0.05). This showed the order effect for collaboration is 

significantly larger than the order effect for CADS, resulting in an additional decrease of 

approximately $11.6M (~25%) on top of the effect of collaboration. However, this asymmetric 

transfer effect was not significant for environmental cost (𝜏𝐸1 − 𝜏𝐸1 = −0.06, Z = 0.36, p = 

0.36), showing that the order effect for collaboration was approximately the same for CADS. 

 
2 Percentages are calculated using the coefficients from the log-transformed models with methods from Halvorsen, 

R., & Palmquist, R. (1980).218  
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This could be the result of the design setup, where only one participant’s primary objective in 

each group was environmental cost, and therefore most of the group emphasized financial cost. 

We conducted an analysis of the residuals and found the residuals for the models are 

approximately normally distributed with conditional mean around 0. However, there is some 

heteroskedastic behaviour in the residuals that warranted the use of heteroskedastic and clustered 

robust standard errors that increased the p-values of the results. It is important to note that 

despite the use of heteroskedastic and clustered robust standard errors, the CADS treatment 

coefficient remained statistically significant for both objectives at p < 0.05 level. Additional 

details of this analysis without the clustered standard errors are reported in Appendix C. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 - Boxplots showing group performance for financial cost (A) and environmental cost (B), log transformed financial 

cost and log transformed environmental cost are presented as secondary y-axes. Collaboration corresponds to the Informal 

Collaboration research task, the number after Collaboration and indicates the order of the task (came first or came second). Boxes 
reflect the 25th and 75th percentile results, while the whisker extends to the value that is 1.5 times of the interquartile range 

(IQR).
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Table 2-1 - Treatment effects of each task for both objectives, comparing against independent task with CADSFirst = 0. Basic refers to models with only the treatment variable, 
Covar refers to models with treatment variable and group-level covariates, Order refers to models with treatment variable and task order dummy variables, and Order + Covar 

refers to models with the specification in (3). Standard errors are heteroskedastic and auto-correlated robust. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p <0.05 

 

  Financial Cost Models Environmental Cost Models 

 Coefficient Basic Covar Order 
Order + 

Covar 
Basic Covar Order 

Order + 

Covar 

Independent 

(CADSFirst= 0) 
𝐵0 

4.02*** 3.94*** 

4.04*** 3.98*** 

2.92*** 3.12*** 

2.94*** 3.15*** 

Independent 

(CADSFirst = 1) 
𝐵0 +  𝛾 -0.06 -0.09 -0.06 -0.05 

Collaboration 

(CADSFirst = 0) 
𝐵0 + 𝛿1 

-0.18* -0.18*** 

-0.07 -0.07 

-0.30* -0.30** 

-0.28 -0.28* 

Collaboration 

(CADSFirst =1) 

𝐵0 + 𝛿1

+  𝛾 + 𝜏1 
-0.42** -0.45* -0.42 -0.41* 

CADS 

(CADSFirst = 0) 
𝐵0 + 𝛿2 

-

0.31*** 
-0.31*** 

-0.31** -0.31** 

-0.41*** -0.41*** 

-0.41** -0.41* 

CADS 

(CADSFirst = 1) 

𝐵0 + 𝛿2

+  𝛾 + 𝜏2 
-0.38** -0.41** -0.49** -0.48* 
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Due to the multi-objective nature of the problem, each group can have different weights 

for each objective.94 Certain groups might weigh financial cost more than environmental cost, 

and their design decisions would reflect that choice. To verify the robustness of the results from 

Table 2-1 with different objective weights, we applied relative weightings to the dependent 

variables, starting at 0% environmental cost, and varied it at a 5% interval until a weighting of 

100% environmental cost. The model is as follows: 

 

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑖 = 𝐵0 + 𝛿1 × 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 + 𝛿2 × 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 + 𝛾 ×

1(𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) + 𝜏1 × 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 × 1(𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) + 𝜏2 × 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 × 1(𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) +

𝑋𝑖𝛽 + 휀𝑖 (2-4) 

 

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝜔1 ∗𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)  + 𝜔2 ∗𝑙𝑜𝑔  (𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡) (2-5) 

 

Where:  

𝜔1 + 𝜔2 = 1 (2-6) 

 

The CADS task treatment coefficients showed a consistent progression from the financial 

objective model to the environmental objective model. In addition, the t-statistics show that, 

regardless of the objective weights, the CADS Task variable remained statistically significant 

(Figure 2-4). This shows that the model results are robust regardless of the relative weighting 

assigned to each objective. 
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Figure 2-4 - (A) CADS task t-statistic compared to the independent task, plotted against environment objective weighting. (B) 

CADS task t-statistic compared to the informal collaboration task, plotted against environment objective weighting. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

In this study, we tested the effect of providing quantitative, real-time feedback on the 

relationship between design decisions and task objectives, then compared it against independent 

designs and informal collaborations in a multi-objective wastewater treatment system design 

task. Participants with real-time feedback generated solutions that are both closer to the Pareto 

frontier and with lower cost for both environmental and financial objectives than participants 

generating solutions independently or through informal collaboration. When participants 

attempted to generate solutions independently, they lacked insight about how their actions 

affected other members of the team and the overall system, leading to suboptimal outcomes. 

Even though the informal collaboration task allowed participants to communicate with each 

other and share information, the complexity of the system made it difficult for participants to 

understand the consequences of their actions. Some groups tried to understand the relationships 

between their roles and the overall system using the tools available to them in the room (e.g., 

whiteboards) during the informal collaboration task. However, we observed that no group was 

able to accurately map out the interdependent system relationship during the informal 

collaboration task. Finally, some groups decided to focus their attention on one individual 

module during the information collaboration task (akin to a depth-first search algorithm) and 

attempted to find the optimal solution with the lowest cost for that individual’s role. However, 
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that strategy did not always yield the best system solution, as sacrifices were made in other 

modules that made it globally inefficient.  

When provided with real-time feedback, participants were able to better understand the 

impact of their decisions on the overall system through the display of objective metrics. We also 

observed that participants became more motivated as they grasped the connection between their 

decisions and the overall solution, which manifested in participants wanting to find better 

solutions. In addition, participants were able to use the real-time feedback to validate their 

assumptions for their decisions and recognize when those assumptions were false. Finally, real-

time feedback improved the results of groups who had unmotivated members (observed through 

their lack of interaction with other members in their group), where the real-time feedback 

allowed groups to use that feedback as cues to point out where the unengaged members can 

improve the overall system. 

There are several limitations to this study that are worth noting. First, the use of 

convenience sampling methods meant that participants are not representative of the intended 

population of industry experts.95 We attempted to mitigate this limitation by providing briefing 

material to research participants that mimicked expert knowledge and behaviour (more detail in 

Appendix B), however there is still likely differences between how our participants responded to 

the research tasks compared to industry experts. Secondly, experimental design constraints such 

as time and cost meant that the design task is a facsimile of the real-world design challenge. 

There will be differences between the research task in this study and real design sessions, such as 

stronger personal motivations and familiarity with each participant due to prior experience. 

Performance improvements could also have been due to activation of visual cues made 

available through the feedback mechanism, where participants performed better not because of 

the system-level feedback they received, but because of additional visual cues that activated their 

attention.96,97 While this is a potential confounding factor, because we know that attention 

activation is also a function of time, and we observed no difference when the CADS task order 

was switched, some of this concern can be alleviated.98,99 

This study finds a different effect of providing feedback during complex decision-making 

processes compared to simple perceptual tasks.12 In our study, the effect of informal 

collaboration is not a statistically significant indicator of improved group performance. In 

contrast, the quantitative, real-time feedback mechanism provided to the groups had a large and 
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statistically significant effect. This may be attributable to inherent differences between complex 

design tasks and perceptual tasks. In addition to advantages that real-time feedback provided to 

participants, shared information bias had a greater effect on team performance in complex 

design tasks than in perceptual tasks in prior work.100,101 Without the ability to confirm their 

assumptions during the informal collaboration design task, participants lacked the ability to 

understand what information is essential, instead focusing on the information that all participants 

possessed. When provided with feedback, however, participants were able to confirm their 

assumptions and understand what information is needed from other participants to generate the 

optimal design. For complex design decisions, it appears that feedback is an important aspect of 

group success. 

Although the use of students as participants threatens the external validity of the study, 

systems that real experts must deal with also have greater complexity than the one used in this 

study. Combined with the informational materials designed to get students up to speed on the 

task, the balance between participant expertise and task complexity may be similar in our study 

and the real world. Secondly, institutions such as the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL), who in 1995 

established the Advanced Projects Design Team (known as Team X) to design new space 

mission proposals, successfully used real-time feedback to improve their design process.102 

Experts were recruited for specific system modules in a design team (avionics, battery etc.), and 

they collaborated to generate mission designs through a series of concurrent design sessions.103 

When compared to previous space mission designs, Team X was able to design more missions 

per year, with lower average time for each design, and a lower average cost of design.104 In 

addition, when simulated with experts against past mission parameters, Team X results were 

within 5% of actual mission costs.105 The results of our study reinforce the idea that providing 

real-time feedback may have been an essential component of Team X’s accuracy. Our results 

suggest that similar endeavors that aim to solve complex design problems, ranging from 

designing utility-scale grids to resilient public infrastructure, should include real-time feedback 

and collaboration among experts to avoid suboptimal outcomes. 

2.6 Data Availability 

Statistics were done using R 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018), the googledrive (1.0.0.9000; Bryan and 

McGowan, 2020), googlesheet (0.3.0; Bryan and Zhao, 2018), dplyr (0.8.5; Wickham et al., 
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2020), tidyr (1.0.2; Wickham and Henry, 2020), Rmisc (1.5; Hope, 2013), ggalt (0.4.0; Rudis et 

al., 2017), ggplot2 (3.3.2; Wickam, 2016), lme4 (1.1-21; Bates et al., 2015), car (3.0-7; Fox and 

Weisberg, 2019), texreg (1.36.23; Leifeld, 2013), ggforce (0.3.1; Pedersen, 2019), sandwich 

(2.5-1; Berger, Graham, Zeileis, 2017), and lmtest (0.9-37; Zeileis and Hothorn, 2002) 

packages.106–117  

All data, code, and stimuli are available on GitHub: 

https://github.com/we3lab/MultiStakeholderDesign  

  

https://github.com/we3lab/MultiStakeholderDesign
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Chapter 3 A quantitative method for reaching consensus 

on federal climate change policy in the United States3 

  

 
3 This chapter is being revised for publication in Nature Communications (February 2022) as: Guo, N., Mauter, M., 

Davis, A. “A quantitative method for reaching consensus on federal climate change policy in the United States.” 
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3.1 Abstract 

Methods that help identify policies that are acceptable to heterogeneous groups of individuals 

have the potential to improve the chance of group consensus. Existing methods, such as opinion 

polls and individual preference elicitation, identify policy platforms by estimating individual 

preferences for policies, then aggregate the preferences of those individuals to make 

recommendations to the group by giving equal weight to everyone. Such an approach is neither 

normatively required by axioms of preference aggregation, nor consistent with descriptive 

studies that find individuals care about the outcomes of others. Instead, we argue that finding 

policies that satisfy members of the group with different preferences can be seen as an 

optimization problem, that we call social welfare optimization, which uses information about 

individual preferences and group behavior to find a group social welfare function that implicitly 

best fits the group's values. We propose an empirical approach that models a group's social 

welfare function based on both individual preferences and group decisions, then validate the 

approach by observing whether the group reaches consensus on the recommendation. We apply 

this approach to the problem of setting climate policy among registered Democrats during the 

2020 primary in a three-stage research design, where alternatives are multi-attribute potential 

policy platforms. We tested two approaches for estimating group social welfare functions, the 

mean-variance, which allows for inequality aversion, and weighted sum, which places different 

weights on each group member. Our first two pre-registered analyses found a suggestive, but not 

statistically significant, increase in agreement with the received recommendations from the 

mean-variance approach (n = 27) versus the weighted sum approach (n = 27) at both the group 

level (70% of groups reached consensus for mean-variance vs 52% for weighted sum) and 

individual level (85% vs. 69%, respectively). Our last two pre-registered analyses found that the 

mean variance approach resulted in greater satisfaction with the recommendation at both the 

group and individual levels (87% vs. 79%). Despite the lack of statistical significance for some 

of the results, there is some evidence that groups provided recommendations with the mean-

variance model were more likely to reach a consensus and more likely to remain satisfied with 

the recommendation. Exploratory analyses revealed that many participants changed their policy 

preferences because of the group discussion. In addition, our results suggest support in the study 

population for a more aggressive federal 100% clean energy portfolio standard goal and more 

stringent limitations on fossil fuel exploration on public lands. Overall, our results suggest the 
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potential of improving the policy generation process and creating consensus for deep policy 

problems using a social welfare optimization approach. 

3.2 Introduction 

Although there is scientific consensus about the imminent danger of climate change, the 

United States federal government has so far been unsuccessful in passing national policies to 

reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that can limit global warming to 1.5C, despite attempts 

in both the legislative and executive branches.118–123 The results of the 2020 U.S. federal election 

and the 2021 Georgia Senate run-off elections provide an opportunity for the U.S. federal 

government to enact meaningful climate change policies.124,125 In response to President Biden’s 

focus on climate change, policies such as a federal clean energy portfolio have been included in 

the U.S. House of Representatives’ proposed budget during the summer of 2021.126,127 There are 

still significant barriers for those policies to be enacted on a federal level. Conventional wisdom 

suggests that lack of progress has been primarily due to U.S. Republicans’ skepticism about the 

reality of anthropogenic climate change despite most Democrats and Independents acceptance of 

the scientific consensus.128–131 Yet, a recent nationally representative survey found that more than 

two thirds of Republicans agreed with statements that “global warming has probably been 

happening'” and “assuming global warming was happening, human activity was either equally or 

mostly responsible for global warming, in addition to natural causes.”128 Similarly, an analysis of 

the 109th and 110th U.S. congresses found an increasing consensus on the science of climate 

change, but disagreement about appropriate legislative action was responsible for impasse.130 

While such disagreements often take place between parties, intra-party disagreements can also 

prevent meaningful progress.132 Despite having a super-majority in the U.S. Senate in 2009, 

President Obama was unable to pass a cap-and-trade bill due to a lack of consensus within the 

Democratic Party.133 Similarly, the proposed Green New Deal in 2019 not only saw opposition 

by Republican lawmakers, but also Democratic members such as Rep. Tim Ryan (Ohio), Sen. 

Angus King (Maine) and others.134 A similar fate  threatens the Biden Administration’s climate 

efforts (as seen in the recent opposition by Sen. Joe Manchin and Sen. Kyrsten Sinema).135,136 

Therefore, there is a need to identify policies that are acceptable within the Democratic party, 

where members are incentivized politically and ideologically to come to an agreement. 
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Informal coalition formation and bargaining is the most common approach to policy 

development, where groups discuss and make concessions to form larger groups with the hope of 

finding policy platforms with widespread appeal.53 One way to identify compromise policies is 

to use opinion polls.54 However, those polls only estimate the distribution of public preferences 

for single issues (as opposed to the joint distribution across many issues), and do not permit 

quantification of either the strength of support for policies or whether supporters are willing to 

make tradeoffs. Preference elicitation studies can provide that information, for example by using 

discrete choice experiments to elicit stated preferences over sets of public policies where 

individuals are asked to make explicit choices between platforms, and statistical models like the 

multinomial logit or mixed logit are used to estimate individual preferences.37,55,56 In these 

studies, policies with the broadest appeal can be found by aggregating preferences across 

individuals using a voting rule, a social welfare function that gives each individual’s vote equal 

weight.57,58  

Use of a function that gives equal weight to all individuals is, however, neither 

normatively required, nor consistent with descriptive studies of social preferences. For both 

individuals expressing their preferences over outcomes for a group (individual social 

preference function), as well as the group's aggregate preference (group social welfare 

function), there are many alternatives to equal weights.57 From the normative perspective, under 

the assumption that individual preferences are cardinal (invariant up to affine transformations) 

and fully comparable (CFC) across decision-makers (both utility levels and changes are 

comparable), there are many individual social preference functions and group welfare 

functions.59–61 In fact, all individual social preference functions and group welfare functions have 

a common form under CFC (equal weighting being just one admissible function under CFC). 

Consider 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, … , 𝐶} decision-makers who have cardinal utility functions 𝑢𝑖(. ): 𝒳 → 𝑅 that 

map alternatives 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 to real numbers. Call 𝑤1(. ), 𝑤2(. ), … 𝑤𝐶(. ) the social preference 

functions privately held by everyone that map the 𝐶 individual utilities to a real number 

𝑤𝑖(. ): 𝑅𝐶 → 𝑅 . If these social preference functions satisfy the Pareto and independence criteria, 

then they have the form:60 

 

𝑤𝑖(𝑢1(. ), 𝑢2(. ), … , 𝑢𝑛(. )) = �̅�(. ) + 𝑔𝑖(𝑢1(. ) − �̅�(. ), 𝑢2(. ) − �̅�(. ), … , 𝑢𝑛(. ) − �̅�(. )) (3-1) 
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where �̅�(. ) =
∑ 𝑢𝑖(.)𝐶

𝑖=1

𝐶
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔𝑖(. ): 𝑅𝐶 → 𝑅 is a homogeneous degree-1 function.  

Descriptively, a consistent finding in the behavioral science and experimental economics 

literatures is that individuals do not just care about their own private outcomes, but also about the 

outcomes of others, meaning a simple equally weighted aggregation rule is not sufficient to 

capture the complexity of individual social preferences and group social welfare functions.19,21,67–

70,74,76,77 These results indicate that a mechanism that aims to reach consensus should allow 

individuals to express their preferences over the distribution of outcomes in a group. However, 

prior work has either been descriptive, examining individual social preferences in different 

contexts, or has assumed a group social welfare function.9,38,78–83 This neglects an important 

relationship between the individual social preference functions 𝑤𝑖 and the resulting group social 

welfare function 𝑊. Work by Schmidt and Wichardt showed it is possible to represent the 

group's social welfare function in terms of simple statistics over the individual utilities when 

each individual has a common (or similar) individual social preference function.137 We argue that 

finding policies that satisfy different preferences can be seen as an optimization problem, that we 

call social welfare optimization, that uses information about individual preferences and group 

behavior to find the group social welfare function that implicitly best fits the group's values. We 

propose an empirical approach that models a group's social welfare function based on both 

individual preferences and group decisions, then validate the approach by observing whether the 

group reaches consensus on the recommendation. Our approach focuses on estimating two 

unknown functions: 1) individual utilities for each of the climate policy alternatives (𝑢�̂�), and 2) 

the group social welfare function that specifies how to combine individual utilities into a social 

decision rule (�̂�).  

We apply the approach to the problem of setting climate policy among registered 

Democrats for the 2020 primary in a three-stage research design, where alternatives 𝑚 are multi-

attribute potential policy platforms. We chose four different attributes (use of nuclear power in 

electric grid, 100% clean energy portfolio standard goal, carbon price, fossil fuel exploration on 

public lands), with three, three, six, and three attribute levels (respectively), resulting in 162 

unique policy platform combinations. In Stage One, we model individual preferences; in Stage 

Two, we cluster participants into four clusters and generate groups with participants drawn from 

each cluster; finally in Stage Three, we observe the choice behavior of participants in groups of 
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four (one from each cluster), use either a weighted-sum or mean-variance approach to 

recommend a policy platform the group, then measure the group’s consensus on the 

recommended policy.  

3.3 Methods 

We apply the approach to the problem of setting climate policy among registered 

Democrats for the 2020 primary in a three-stage research design (seen in Figure 3-1), where 

alternatives 𝑚 are multi-attribute potential policy platforms. The attributes of each alternative 

platform were chosen to be issues in climate policy that have gained significant attention within 

the Democratic Party, but where polls show disagreement within the party (to avoid trivial 

problems where consensus already exists).138–140 The full set of attributes with their respective 

levels can be found in Appendix B.1. We limited the participation of the study to Democratic 

Party primary voters for two reasons: 1) the study was timed during the Democratic Primary of 

2020, providing an opportunity to collect useful data about voter preferences, and 2) Democratic 

voters are more likely to have well-articulated preferences for climate policies, due to a 

combination of significant media coverage on different candidates’ platforms during the primary, 

and the higher priority Democratic Party voters placed on climate change policies.141–143  

We used a three-stage research design In Stage One, we model the individual preferences 

of each participant using a standard discrete choice modeling approach. We assumed individual 

choices followed a multinomial logit process with a linear utility function, which assumes an 

underlying cardinal utility function. We  then estimate their utility function by assuming that the 

function for each individual 𝑖 for alternative 𝑗 is additive such that 𝑢𝑖(𝑚𝑗) = ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑖𝑥𝑘𝑗
𝐾
𝑘=1 , where 

𝑥𝑘𝑗 is the 𝑘th attribute of the 𝑗th alternative, 𝑀 is the set of all policies,  and choices are 

determined by the multinomial choice probability 𝑝𝑖𝑗 =
𝑒

𝑢𝑖(𝑚𝑗)

∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑖(𝑚𝑥)
𝑥∈𝑀

.37,56,144  
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Figure 3-1 - The study used a three-stage research design. In Stage One, we elicited each participant’s individual performance 

using their responses to a 44-question discrete choice task. In Stage Two, after we excluded participants who met our exclusion 

criteria, we clustered the remaining participants using their Stage One responses in four clusters using a balanced k-means 

clustering algorithm. Participants are then organized in groups of four, with one participant from each cluster. In Stage Three, 
groups are assigned to one of the two models (mean-variance or weighted sum) and are asked to first make choices among 15 

pairs of policy platforms that they believed would be best for the group. Based on their responses, the model will make a policy 

recommendation to the group. Once the group decides on whether they will accept the recommendation, the group will validate 

the recommendation by comparing it against 10 other policies. 

Participants completed an online survey where they were asked to choose between 44 

pairs of policy platforms (with 2 attention check questions). Participants who did not finish the 

survey, or who met the exclusion criteria, were not included for the subsequent study stages. The 

example choice task shown in Figure B-1 (from Appendix B.2). Based on the 44 choices 

obtained from each participant, we used logistic regression to estimate the 8 × 1 parameter 

vector β̂ of a linear utility function 𝑢(𝑚) = β�̂�𝑚, where 𝑚 contains an intercept term 

(representing the status quo policy platform), plus 2 dummy variables for each of the attributes 

with three levels, and one variable representing the amount of the carbon tax (treating its six 

levels linearly). We selected the 44 pairs using a D-optimal design for the first alternative 

assuming β = 0, then rotated that design to create the second alternative.145,146 From pilot testing 

we expected the task to take approximately 30 minutes, with each two-alternative choice taking 
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approximately 30 seconds, and an additional 5-10 minutes to read the introductory material to 

the task.  

In Stage Two, we used balanced k-means clustering to create equally sized clusters of 

participants who differed based on their estimated preferences in Stage One.147 Using each 

participant's estimated parameters as a vector, the balanced K-means clustering algorithm 

randomly divided participants into four clusters, then calculated the mean distance of each 

participant’s estimated parameter from each cluster center. Each cluster then selected the 

participant that had the lowest mean distance to that cluster. Once all participants were assigned 

to a cluster, we identified a new center for each cluster, and recalculated the mean distance of 

each participant’s estimated parameters to the new cluster centers. The new clusters repeat the 

process of selecting participants that had the lowest mean distance to that cluster. The entire 

process repeated until cluster centers are no longer different between each iteration. At the end of 

the stage, all participants were clustered into four distinct clusters.  

In Stage Three, participants were invited to sign up for the group task and asked to 

provide their scheduling availability to the experimenter. The experimenter then created groups 

by finding times where one participant from each cluster was available. Those four participants 

(one from each cluster) were assigned a time to meet for the group deliberation. The group was 

randomly assigned (blind to participants but not the experimenter) to have a recommendation 

come from one of the two models (weighted-sum or mean-variance). Groups were briefed at the 

beginning of the experiment that their goal was come to a decision about climate policy 

platforms. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, participants were asked to participate online through 

a videoconferencing application. Participants were asked to not turn on their cameras on their 

devices, and communication between participants was exclusively through voice. The researcher 

was present for every group discussion, however, apart from briefing the participants at the 

beginning of the stage, did not participate in the discussion. There are three phases in Stage 

Three. In Phase One, participants were asked to choose between 15 pairs of policy platforms that 

they believed would be best for the group. They had two minutes to discuss each policy platform 

pair and were asked to make a choice before the end of the two minutes. They were informed 

that they did not have to agree before making their vote but were encouraged to discuss and 

share their perspectives with each other.  
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The 15 pairs of policy platforms selected for group deliberation were selected based on 

the randomly assigned treatment arm for the group. In the weighted-sum arm, the estimated 

social welfare function 𝑊𝑤𝑠
̂ (𝑚) had the form: 

𝑊𝑤𝑠
̂ (𝑚) = α1̂𝑢1(𝑚) + α2̂𝑢2(𝑚) + α3̂𝑢3(𝑚) + α4̂𝑢4(𝑚) (3-2) 

where 𝑢𝑖(𝑚) are the estimated utility functions estimated from Stage One evaluated with respect 

to an attribute vector 𝑥. As participants made choices, a Bayesian logistic regression using 

stanglm with standard normal priors was used to estimate the 4 × 1 vector α̂, where individual 

group-member choices were assumed to be independent and identically distributed Bernoulli 

random variables with mean 𝑃(𝐿 ≻ 𝑅) =
𝑒

𝑊𝑤�̂�(𝑚𝐿)−𝑊𝑤�̂�(𝑚𝑅)

1+𝑒𝑊𝑤�̂�(𝑚𝐿)−𝑊𝑤�̂�(𝑚𝑅)
.148,149  

 

For the mean-variance arm, the estimated social welfare function 𝑊𝑚�̂�(𝑚) was: 

𝑊𝑚�̂�(𝑚) = �̅�(𝑚) + �̂� (3-3) 

where �̂� ∈ [−1/√4, 1/√4] and σ = √∑ (𝑢𝑖(𝑚)−�̅�(𝑚))
24

𝑖=1

𝑛−1
, where the constraints on �̂� were selected 

to ensure that the social welfare function would not violate the Pareto condition (as indicated in 

Monte Carlo simulations). We estimated �̂� using constrained logistic regression with the same 

assumptions as the weighted-sum social welfare function. Using this approach, the 15 pairs of 

policy platforms were selected, but in a different way for the weighted sum and mean-variance 

models based on simulations shown in Appendix B.6 indicating that these methods worked well 

for each method. For the weighted-sum model, we first selected 13 pairs using a D-optimal 

design for the first alternative, then rotated that design to create the second alternative.145,146 In 

the last two pairs we used an upper confidence bound approach and selected the alternative that 

maximizes Ε(𝑊𝑤𝑠
̂ (𝑚)) + δVar(𝑊𝑤𝑠

̂ (𝑚)) with δ = 2 log (
4𝑛2π2

6
) and 𝑛 is 14 or 15.150 The 

second alternative was then selected by rotating the first.146 For the mean-variance model we 

used a D-optimal design to select the first alternative, and rotated that alternative to select the 

second. Once the group evaluated all 15 pairs of policy alternatives, phase two starts where we 

estimated the group social welfare function and present the policy recommendation to each 

group using the models described above.  

Our approach does not require every member of the group to explicitly agree on the 

group's social welfare function, but instead that their behavior can be usefully approximated by 
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such a function. The aim is to create a tool for making  recommendations that aid group decision-

making as part of an analytic-deliberative process, but not replace the group's final 

decision.61Although different treatment arms generated the recommended policy alternative 

through different models, there was no visual difference between the treatment arms for 

participants. Participants made their final decision for the group after being told that they were to 

evaluate whether the policy platform was the best for the group. Like phase 1, participants had 

two minutes to discuss, and they made their decision before the end of the two minutes. 

The final phase was validation, where each group member independently made an additional 10 

choices, but the left policy platform was always the recommended policy platform. In this 

section, they had only 30 seconds to make their choice for each pair of policy platforms. If the 

recommendation was truly the best alternative, then participants should always prefer the 

recommended alternative over the randomly selected alternative.  

The study was reviewed and approved by Carnegie Mellon University Institutional 

Review Board (STUDY2019_00000401). The study was pre-registered and pre-planned using 

the Open Science Framework on March 4, 2020 (https://osf.io/f96bm/). Our primary hypotheses 

were that the mean-variance treatment arm would have a greater probability of consensus than 

the weighted sum arm, and that the average number of participants accepting the 

recommendation in the mean-variance treatment arm during the validation phase would be 

greater than the weighted sum arm. For the first hypothesis, consensus was defined as all 

participants in the group agreeing with the recommended alternative. This between-subjects test 

was conducted using a two-sample randomization test. For the second hypothesis, there were a 

total of 40 possible votes in favor of the recommended alternative in each group (10 pairs times 

four participants per group). Each group received a score from 0-40 and the average score across 

the two treatment arms was compared using a two-sample randomization test. Our secondary 

hypotheses were at the individual level. First, we used a mixed logit model to test whether 

participants in the two treatment arms differed in their probability of accepting the recommended 

alternative. Each individual's vote within a group was counted as 1 if they vote in favor of the 

recommended alternative and zero otherwise. We fit a mixed logit model, shown in log-odds 

form for group 𝑐: 

log (
𝑃(𝐿≻𝑅)𝑐

1−𝑃(𝐿≻𝑅)𝑐
) = γ�̂� + θ̂ × 1[Treatment Arm = MV]𝑐 (3-3) 

https://osf.io/f96bm/
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where the group-level random intercepts (gamma) follow a multivariate normal distribution to 

allow for dependence of the choice between members of the same group. Our final pre-registered 

analysis repeated the mixed logit at the individual level during the validation stage. We used a 

mixed logit model of the probability of individual 𝑖 voting in favor of the recommended 

alternative during the validation phase of the study. The model included both group-level 

intercepts and individual-level intercepts. We fit a mixed logit model, shown in log-odds form 

for participant 𝑖 in group 𝑚: 

log (
𝑃(𝐿≻𝑅)𝑖𝑐

1−𝑃(𝐿≻𝑅)𝑖𝑐
) = ω�̂� + τ�̂� + ζ̂ × 1[Treatment Arm = MV]𝑖𝑐 (3-4) 

where 𝜔�̂� and 𝜏�̂� are modeled using a multivariate normal distribution to capture any group-level 

and participant-level dependence of the choices, and 휁̂ is the treatment effect for the mean-

variance group. 

3.4 Results 

Our data collection process started in March 2020 and ended in July 2020. There were 684 

participants from the Pittsburgh area who signed up for the study through Carnegie Mellon 

University's Center for Behavioral and Decision Research (CBDR) participant pool. Of those 

684, 111 participants either did not finish the Stage One survey, or they indicated that they were 

not planning to vote in the Pennsylvania Democratic Party Primary (met the exclusion criteria). 

Out of the remaining 573 participants invited to participate in Stage 3, 357 participants did not 

participate or could not finish their study session, due to a combination of reasons, ranging from 

technical difficulties, to no longer being interested to the study, to not showing up to their 

schedule study session. 216 participants completed all three stages of the study, who were then 

divided into 54 groups of four participants each, with 27 groups in each treatment arm.  

 

3.4.1 Stage one individual survey response and stage two participant clustering 

results 

 

In Stage One, we estimated the individual policy preferences using a discrete choice 

approach. Participants completed a discrete choice survey between 44 pairs of climate and 
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energy policy platforms for the US. In Stage Two, participants were clustered into four groups 

based on their fitted coefficients (representing the strength of their preference either for or 

against a particular attribute) from Stage One to maximize preference heterogeneity in the groups 

for Stage Three. Based on the estimated individual coefficients (summary statistics of the 

estimated coefficients can be found in Appendix B.3), the balanced k-means clustering algorithm 

organized participants into four clusters. We label these clusters (Figure 3-2) Indifferent, Fast 

Decarbonization, Against Fossil Fuel Exploration, and Against Status Quo (n = 54 for each 

cluster) based on the characteristics of the estimated coefficients. 

 

Figure 3-2 - Individual preferences of all participants who participated all three stages of the study, separated by four clusters. 

Each panel shows the coefficient estimate for each participant modeled through their individual survey results, grouped by Stage 

Two cluster assignments. For example, individuals in the Against Fossil Fuel Exploration cluster had very high estimated 

coefficient values for the tighter fossil fuel regulations and ban fossil fuel exploration on public lands attributes, suggesting their 
strong preference for policies that reduced fossil fuel exploration on public lands. Each dot represents one participant’s estimated 

coefficient value for each attribute level. The box represents the interquartile range (IQR) while the whiskers represent min/max 

value +/− 1.5 ∗ 𝐼𝑄𝑅 for coefficient estimates for each cluster in each panel. 

To quantitatively characterize the differences between the clusters, we used Cohen’s d to 

estimate the standardized mean difference in estimated coefficients across the clusters for each 

policy attribute (Table 3-1).151 We see that every pair of clusters had a large difference on at least 

one attribute, with the attributes with most disagreement across clusters being tighter fracking 

regulations, ban of fossil fuel exploration on public lands, the status quo, and increasing nuclear 

power. Smaller differences emerged for decreasing nuclear power, the clean energy timeframes 
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of 2050 and 2035, and carbon price. Only 9 of the 48 (19%) pairwise comparisons across clusters 

for all attributes had less than a small difference (𝑑 < |0.2|), suggesting that the clustering 

algorithm was able to create differentiated groups of participants with different policy 

preferences.  

Table 3-1 - The table reports the Cohen’s d value between each cluster pairs for the cluster’s estimated coefficient for all attribute 
levels. Red cells represent clusters that have a large difference between them for that specific attribute, yellow cells represent 

medium difference, green cells represent small difference, and white cells represent no difference. For example, for the Tighter 

FF Regulations attribute, the Cohen’s d value between the Indifferent cluster and the Fast Decarbonization cluster is -0.70, which 

indicates that for these two clusters, they had a medium difference for the Tighter FF Regulations attribute. The table shows there 
are significant differences between all cluster pairs for many attributes, showing that participants in each cluster generally have 

different policy preferences. 

 

 

3.4.2 Pre-registered analysis results 

 

Our pre-registered analyses refer to Stage Three of the study, where participants 

deliberated in groups of four and made choices over 15 pairs of climate and energy policies, 

spending two minutes deliberating about each pair. The weighted sum and mean-variance 

approaches were then fit to those choices to estimate the group social welfare function, and the 

scenario that maximized the social welfare function according to those choices was 
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recommended to the group. Group members either accepted or rejected the recommendation (the 

group recommendation), then made 10 pairwise comparisons between the recommended policy 

and randomly selected alternatives (validation). 

Group recommendation. The results from our first pre-registered analysis found that when 

compared to groups assigned to the weighted sum approach, groups assigned to the mean-

variance approach were more likely to reach consensus on the final group recommendation, 

though the result is not statistically significant at our pre-registered alpha of 0.05 (Table 3-2). 

Comparing the two treatment arms, 19 groups out of 27 reached consensus (70%) for the mean-

variance model, compared to 14 groups out of 27 (52%) for the weighted sum model. Applying 

the exact permutation test revealed that the difference between the two groups is not statistically 

significant, with a p-value of 0.26. A two sample, two-sided t-test of proportions found a similar 

result (t (54) = 1.35, p = 0.18). 

On the individual level, our second pre-registered analysis reveals a similar pattern for 

the final group recommendation. Individuals in groups with the mean-variance model were more 

likely to agree with the recommended policy when compared to individuals in groups with the 

weighted sum approach (Table 3-2). We find that 92 out of 108 (85%) individuals agreed with 

the recommended policy in groups with the mean-variance model, compared to 74 out of 108 

(69%) individuals who agreed with the recommended policy in groups with the weighted sum 

model. When using a mixed-logit model with random intercepts at the group level, the result is 

not statistically significant (Z = 1.77, p = 0.08).  
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Table 3-2 - Group and individual pre-registered analysis results for both acceptance of the model recommendation and the 

validation scores 

 
Group Result 

(Permutation Test) 

Individual Result 

(Mixed Logit) 

 Recommendation Validation Recommendation Validation 

 
Mean-

variance 

Weighted 

Sum 

Mean-

variance 

Weighted 

Sum 

Mean-

variance 

Weighted 

Sum 

Mean-

variance 

Weighted Sum 

Number of 

Obs 
27 108 

Accepted 

Rec. 

(%) 

19 

(70%) 

14 

(52%) 
- - 

92 

(85%) 

74 

(69%) 
- - 

Mean 

Validation 
Score 

- - 
34.6/40 

(87%) 

31.4/40 

(79%) 
- - 

8.71/10 

(87%) 

7.88/10 

(79%) 

Treatment 
Difference 

19% 3.2 17% 0.83 

p-value 0.26 0.03 0.08 0.06 

T-Test 
Value 

-1.35 -2.20 1.77 1.87 

 

Validation. The validation score for each group was the number of the 40 pairwise comparisons 

(10 pairwise comparisons for each person, 4 people) that were chosen in favor of the 

recommended alternative. When examining the validation scores for each group, our third pre-

registered analysis found that groups assigned to the mean-variance approach generated higher 

validation scores when compared to groups assigned to the weighted sum approach (Table 3-2). 

Groups assigned to the mean-variance approach had an average validation score of 34.6, while 

groups assigned to the weighted sum approach has an average validation score of 31.4. This 

difference is statistically significant at the 0.05 level, with the exact permutation test p-value = 

0.03. Similarly, a two-sided two-sample t-test had a t-value of -2.29 (p = 0.03). This suggests 

that groups with the mean-variance model were more likely to remain satisfied with their 

recommendation when provided with other alternatives, consistent with the previously discussed 

higher (though not statistically significant) rate of consensus for groups with the mean-variance 

model. 

Our final pre-registered analysis found that when compared to those who were provided 

recommendations by the weighted sum model, individuals in groups with the mean-variance 

model were more likely to remain satisfied with the recommendation (Table 3-2). An individual 
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in a group with the mean-variance model had an average validation score of 8.71 (out of 10), 

while an individual in a group with the weighted sum model had an average validation score of 

7.88 (out of 10). Using a mixed-logit model with random intercepts at the individual and group 

level, the difference was however not statistically significant (Z = 1.87, p = 0.06). Even so, the 

result suggests that individuals who were provided recommendations using the mean-variance 

approach were more likely to be satisfied with the recommendation.  

 

3.4.3 Qualitative observations of stage three discussions 

 

We examined how participants changed their policy preferences by comparing their most 

preferred policy before group deliberation to the group recommendation made after group 

discussion (Figure 3-3). Figure 3-3 shows the number of participants whose most preferred 

policy prior to the group discussion was different from the group recommendation by each 

attribute, with shifts toward that attribute in blue, and away from that attribute in red. We see that 

all four clusters saw at least 16 participants change at least one of their attributes. This suggests 

that each group’s recommendation was not dominated by people from a particular cluster, as 

participants from all clusters modified at least some of their preferences and group discussions 

changed some participant preferences. 
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Figure 3-3 - Participants who changed their preferred policy attribute for each cluster. Each row represents the number of 

participants where their most preferred policy changed following the group discussion. Red line denotes the number of 

participants who changed their preferred policy away from that row, while the blue line denotes the number of participants who 

changed their preferred policy towards that row. For example, if a participant’s most preferred policy prior to the group 
discussion was a 2100 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard goal, and following the group discussion, the recommendation was 

a 2035 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard goal, that participant would be counted in the blue section of 2035 100% Clean 

Energy row. 

In addition, while the models generated a diverse set of recommended policies (Table 3-3 

and Table 3-4), we can see some broad patterns of suggested policies by tallying the total 

number of policies recommended across the two groups for each of the policy attributes. 

Table 3-3 - List of most common recommendations offered to the groups, categorized by their respective attribute levels. 

Nuclear 

Power 

100% Clean Energy 

Portfolio Standard 

CO2 Price 

($/ton) 

Fossil Fuel Exploration 

on Public Lands 

Count 

Increase 

Nuclear Power 

2035 100% Clean Energy 

Portfolio Standard Goal 
150 

Ban Fossil Fuel 

Exploration on Public 

Lands 

6 

Reduce 

Nuclear Power 

2035 100% Clean Energy 

Portfolio Standard Goal 
150 

Tighter Regulations for 

Fossil Fuel Exploration 
4 

Maintain 

Nuclear Power 

2035 100% Clean Energy 

Portfolio Standard Goal 
0 

Ban Fossil Fuel 

Exploration on Public 

Lands 

3 

Increase 

Nuclear Power 

2050 100% Clean Energy 

Portfolio Standard Goal 
150 

Ban Fossil Fuel 

Exploration on Public 

Lands 

3 
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 Table 3-3 shows that only a few groups received the same policy recommendation, with 

the top policy only recommended to six out of 54 groups. In addition, examining the most 

common recommendations, we can see that there are some variations in the attribute levels 

(examined further in Table 3-4). The top two recommendations had the same attribute level for 

CO2 Price and 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard Goal, while the next two most common 

recommendations varied in both CO2 Price and 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard Goal. 

This shows that the recommender system generated different recommendations based on the 

participant individual preferences and the result of their group discussion.  
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Table 3-4 - Final recommended policy at the end of group discussion, tallied by the number of groups being offered a specific 

attribute for the final policy, separated by model, organized by whether the group reached consensus during the group discussion. 

Attribute Level Weighted Sum Model Mean-Variance Model 

Consensus? All 
Only 

Consensus 
All 

Only 

Consensus 

Nuclear Power 

Increase 

Nuclear Power 

10 

(37%) 

8 

(58%) 

10 

(37%) 

6 

(32%) 

Decrease 

Nuclear Power 

6 

(22%) 

3 

(21%) 

8 

(30%) 

8 

(42%) 

Maintain 

Nuclear Power 

11 

(41%) 

3 

(21%) 

9 

(33%) 

5 

(26%) 

CO2 $ / ton 

0$/ton 
3 

(11%) 

0 

(0%) 

4 

(14%) 

2 

(11%) 

$30/ton 
6 

(22%) 

2 

(14%) 

1 

(4%) 

1 

(5%) 

$60/ton 
2 

(8%) 

1 

(7%) 

1 

(4%) 

0 

(0%) 

$90/ton 
1 

(4%) 

0 

(0%) 

1 

(4%) 

1 

(5%) 

$120/ton 
6 

(22%) 

4 

(29%) 

2 

(8%) 

1 

(5%) 

$150/ton 
9 

(33%) 

7 

(50%) 

18 

(66%) 

14 

(74%) 

Fossil Fuel 

Exploration on 

Public Lands 

No 

Restrictions 

1 

(4%) 

1 

(7%) 

0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

Tighter 

Regulations 

6 

(22%) 

3 

(21%) 

11 

(41%) 

9 

(47%) 

Ban Fossil 

Fuel 

Exploration on 

Public Lands 

20 

(74%) 

10 

(72%) 

16 

(59%) 

10 

(53%) 

100% Clean 

Energy 

Portfolio 

Standard Goal 

2100 Goal 
3 

(11%) 

1 

(7%) 

2 

(8%) 

2 

(11%) 

2050 Goal 
5 

(19%) 

3 

(21%) 

4 

(14%) 

3 

(15%) 

2035 Goal 
19 

(70%) 

10 

(72%) 

21 

(78%) 

14 

(74%) 

Number of Groups 27 14 27 19 

 

Aside from the nuclear power attribute, there was very little difference between the types 

of policies recommended depending on the group’s acceptance of the recommendations. When 

examining the recommendations more closely, there were large differences across the levels of 
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the with Nuclear Power (mean variance model had increase nuclear power as the most frequently 

recommended attribute level, while weighted sum model had maintain existing nuclear power as 

the most frequent recommended level) and CO2 Price attributes (mean variance model 

recommended $150 per ton CO2 price for 66.6% of groups, while weighted sum model 

recommended $150 per ton CO2 price for 42.2% of groups), while the Fossil Fuel Exploration 

on Federal Lands and the Clean Energy Standard Portfolio saw very little difference between the 

models. This pattern persisted even if we limit the data to groups who agreed with the 

recommendation (Columns labeled All versus Only Consensus). 

When examining the types of policies that were recommended to the groups, and 

focusing on the policies that were accepted by the groups, we can see most groups were offered  

a 2035 100% Federal Clean Energy Portfolio Standard (74% for all groups, and 73% for groups 

who accepted the recommendation), and a small minority of groups (9% for all groups and 9% 

for groups who accepted the recommendation) were offered a 2100 100% Federal Clean Energy 

Portfolio Standard. In addition, most groups were offered banning fossil fuel exploration on 

federal lands (67% for all groups, and 61% for groups who accepted the recommendations), with 

only a small minority offered a policy with no restrictions for fossil fuel exploration on public 

lands (2% for all groups, and 3% for groups who accepted the recommendation). Finally, we see 

that many groups were offered a $150/ton CO2 price, suggesting the viability of a CO2 price 

policy (50% of all groups, 64% for groups that accepted the recommendation).  

We see greater disagreement with the use of nuclear power for groups across the models. 

37% of all groups were provided with a policy that increased the use of nuclear power, and 26% 

of all groups were provided with a policy that decreased the use of nuclear power. When 

focusing only on groups that agreed with the recommendation, we see 42% of groups agreeing 

with increasing nuclear power, and 33% of groups agreeing with decreasing nuclear power. This 

shows that there is large between-group disagreement on the use of nuclear power.  

3.4.4 Effectiveness and efficiency of selected policies 

Based on the attributes and policies that were most commonly recommended to 

participants, we performed a first-order analysis on their effectiveness (measured as cumulative 

CO2e reduction between 2020-2050 compared to a business-as-usual pathway), and efficiency 

(measured as total net cashflow of non-government sector between 2020-2050 compared to a 

business-as-usual pathway). While the measurement for effectiveness is self-explanatory, 
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financial measures of efficiency is harder to define. Traditional economic measurements such as 

GDP or total spending should not be used to determine whether a policy package is “good” or 

“bad”, as the type of spending that drives GDP can be both good (capital investment in 

automation) and bad (increased medical services spending due to declining air quality). In 

addition, evaluating policy efficiency through changes to government revenue also paints an 

incomplete picture of the policy packages. Therefore, we chose non-government spending as the 

metric to measure policy efficiency, since it evaluates the direct industry impact of these policies, 

without making assumptions on how government revenue from these policies will be used.  

Our policies were evaluated using the Energy Policy Simulator (EPS), created by Energy 

Innovation LLC (https://us.energypolicy.solutions/scenarios/home).152 The simulation is an 

open-source computer model that allows users to control numerous policy levels that affect 

energy use and emissions and observe their result on a wide range of metrics, including 

greenhouse gas emissions reduction and financial outcomes. Some of the policy levers include 

100% clean energy portfolio standard (with variable years of implementation), capital investment 

and fuel subsidy for specific power generation sources (nuclear for example), nation-wide carbon 

tax, fuel subsidy or tax and much more.153 Unfortunately, the model does not allow the user 

model a decrease in fossil fuel exploration on federal lands. Instead, we integrated the model 

results from Prest on evaluating supply-side policy changes to oil and gas production on US 

federal lands.154  

When examining each attribute separately and selecting the attribute level that was the 

most widely recommended, we see that they had very different levels of effectiveness and 

efficiency. As seen in Figure 3-4, a carbon price of $150/ton has the highest potential for 

cumulative CO2e reduction, followed by a 2035 goal for 100% clean energy portfolio. Despite 

its popularity, a ban on fossil fuel exploration on public lands have very little effect in overall 

CO2e emission reduction. This is due to the fact that fossil fuel exploration on public lands 

represent a small fraction of extraction activities, and a ban would be offset by a small increase 

in production from private lands.154 This also means that a fossil fuel exploration ban on public 

lands will have very little price effects, as foreign production will increase to close the gap.154 

https://us.energypolicy.solutions/scenarios/home
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Figure 3-4 – Cumulative CO2e emission reduction (2020-2050) compared against a BAU case for the most popular attribute 

levels for all four attributes (2035 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard, $150 CO2 Price/ton, Ban Fossil Fuel Exploration on 

Public Lands, and Increase Federal Funding for Nuclear Power). Arrows represent the difference between the policy with the 

highest reduction in CO2e emissions (Carbon Pricing) against the other attributes.  

When examining the efficiency of the different policy attributes (see Figure 3-5), we can 

see that a carbon price of $150/ton leads to the highest non-government spending out of the four 

policies. On the other hand, the 2035 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard generates a positive 

non-government spending, since this policy package allows industries to cut their fuel spending 

significantly over the long haul. Banning fossil fuel exploration on public lands also has some 

cumulative cost, due to companies losing revenue on future exploration opportunities.  
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Figure 3-5 – Cost efficiency of different policy attributes measured in total non-government cash flow from 2020-2050. Red 

represents a negative cash flow, while blue represents a positive cash flow. Black arrows represent the difference between the 

costliest policy (CO2 price of 150$/ton) with the other three policies.   

It is important to note that when examining a combination of these policy attributes, their 

effects are not additive. This is because there is significant overlap in public response to these 

policies. For example, behavioral changes due to a high carbon price would also be present in a 

world where there is a 100% Clean Energy Portfolio Standard.  

When examining the top four most commonly recommended policy packages (see Table 

3-3 for the top four policy packages), we see that the most commonly recommended policy 

package has both the highest cumulative reduction in CO2e emissions and the highest negative 

non-government cash flow (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). In addition, while the policies 

themselves are different, the only attribute different that led to a significant difference in both 

CO2e emissions reduction and non-government cash flow is the carbon price.  
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Figure 3-6 – Top four most common policies recommended to all groups. Left most column represents the most common policy 

recommended, while the right most column represents the fourth most commonly recommended policy.  

 

Figure 3-7 – Non-government cash flow from 2020-2050 for four most common recommended policies. Left most column 

represents the most commonly recommended policy, while the right most column represents the fourth most commonly 

recommended policy. Red represents a negative cash flow, while blue represents a positive cash flow.  
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 In addition, we can examine the effectiveness and efficiency metrics of all the accepted 

group policies and compare those values to the most preferred policy metrics of the individuals 

in those groups. In Figure 3-8, every policy recommendation that was accepted by a group was 

plotted based on their efficiency and effectiveness values. The size of the circle represents the 

number of times those recommendations were accepted. We see that for most of the accepted 

policies, they had both high reduction of CO2 emissions and high private sector spending. This 

was expected as the framing of the study would naturally lead to participants to prefer policies 

that would lead to greater CO2 reduction.  

 

Figure 3-8 Policy effectiveness and efficiency of all accepted recommendations. The size of the circle represents the number of 

times a specific policy was accepted by the group.  

 In Figure 3-9, we first identified the participants in groups that accepted the 

recommendations, then plotted their most preferred policy’s effectiveness and efficiency metrics 

prior to the group discussion. Similar to the group result, we see that most of these participants 

preferred policies that had high private sector spending and CO2 reduction. We can then take the 
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group recommendation metrics from Figure 3-8 and subtract it from the individual metrics from 

Figure 3-9 to see if participants made any tradeoffs in order to get to consensus.  

 

Figure 3-9 Most preferred policy efficiency and effectiveness metrics, of individuals in groups that accepted the recommendation. 

Each dot represents a specific individual.  

 In Figure 3-10, we can see the difference between the individual policy prior to the 

discussion and the accepted recommended policies. For most of these participants (71 out of 132, 

54%), the group recommendations had higher emissions reduction and higher private sector 

spending. This suggests that rather than participants having to make tradeoffs during the group 

discussion, participants actually preferred greater emission reduction, and the group discussion 

actually helped them to identify policies that eventually lead to that outcome.  
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Figure 3-10 Change to policy efficiency and effectiveness of those who agreed with the recommendation. Each dot represents an 

individual who accepted the group recommendation. Individuals in the top right quadrant saw an increase in both effectiveness 

and efficiency when compared to their group recommendation.  

 

3.5 Discussion 

Our study examined the feasibility of dynamically learning a group’s preferences for 

public policy in the form of an estimated social welfare function, then using those preferences to 

provide recommendations to a group whose members have heterogenous preferences for climate 

and energy policy. We tested two approaches for estimating social welfare functions, the mean-

variance, which allows for inequality aversion, and weighted sum, which places different 

weights on each group member. Overall, we find suggestive but not statistically significant 

differences in the probability of consensus across the two approaches (70% vs 52%) and 

satisfaction with the recommendation (34.6/40 vs 31.4/40). While the exact permutation test 

showed that these results were not statistically significant at the alpha = 0.05 level, they do hint 

that the mean-variance model’s ability to approximate the group’s social welfare functions with 

the forms of min, max, and any function in-between allowed it to better capture the aggregated 

group preference and find recommendations with a high probability of consensus. In addition, 

the mixed-logit model found that found that while the results were not all statistically significant 
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at 𝑝 < 0.05 (𝑝 = 0.09 for group consensus, 𝑝 = 0.04 for validation), the mean-variance model 

performed better than the weighted sum model to find policies that each participant agreed with 

(85.1% vs 68.5%) and that each participant was satisfied with (8.71/10 vs 7.88/10). Despite the 

lack of statistical significance for some of the results, likely due to the number of groups we were 

able to gather data from, there is evidence that groups provided recommendations with the mean-

variance model were more likely to reach a consensus and more likely to remain satisfied with 

the recommendation.   

Despite a wide range of personal preferences with the different climate change policies that 

were proposed during the 2020 Democratic Party Presidential Primary, our study found several 

policies that enjoy broad support for most participants in our sample. Most participants supported 

a 2035 100% Federal Clean Energy Portfolio Standard timeline, with almost 73% of groups 

accepting a policy recommendation with that attribute. When compared against their pre-

deliberation preferences, 56 participants across all four clusters changed their preferences from 

either a 2050 or 2100 goal to a 2035 goal because of the group discussion. This result is higher 

than recent polling for federal action to reach a 100% Clean Energy Grid for US as a whole, and 

with Western Pennsylvania locally,  though this could be a result of the partisan lean of the study 

population.129,155 In addition, most participants supported a full fossil fuel exploration ban on 

public lands, with almost 61% of groups accepting a policy recommendation with that attribute. 

When compared against their pre-survey preferences, 41 participants across all four clusters 

changed their preferences to a ban because of the group discussion. This is much higher than a 

contemporary poll on fossil fuel exploration on public lands for American voters, though once 

again this could be a result of the partisan lean of the study population.156 These results suggest 

that for our participants (a convenience sample of registered Democrats who intend to vote in 

Southwestern PA), people with different policy preferences can come to an agreement with the 

aid of group discussion and a group recommender system. The policies that saw high levels of 

support included a 2035 100% clean energy portfolio goal and a ban on fossil fuel exploration on 

public lands. In addition, these results are also significant due to the geographic nature of the 

study, where the vast majority of participants live in Southwestern PA, an area that have 

significant ties with the fossil fuel industry, and voters often reward political candidates that are 

seen as moderates.157 In addition, the first-order techno-economic analysis of these preferred 
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policies showed that there is a greater affinity to policies with greater CO2 emissions reduction, 

which would be accompanied by greater private sector spending.  

There are several shortcomings with our study. First, due to time constraints, we were not 

able to evaluate the social welfare optimization approaches against a control group, either being 

asked to come up with a group policy themselves, or with a policy recommended at random. 

While this makes it difficult to examine whether providing any recommendation (even a random 

one) might lead to consensus, the difference between the mean-variance and weighted sum 

approaches suggests a benefit of using a non-linear approximator to social welfare functions. 

Second, due to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, we could not conduct the group discussion 

session in person, and participants instead relied on using tele-conferencing software. Because 

participants only communicated through voice rather than through both voice and video, non-

verbal communications cues were not available to participants. Third, despite our best efforts, 

there is always a risk that participants did not fully understand the nuances of the different levels 

within each attribute, especially in abstract attributes such as the carbon price. That could lead to 

participants selecting a policy that is not reflective of their actual preferences. We observed 

during the discussion stage that some participants had trouble with the carbon price attribute, 

both in terms of who will pay it (consumers vs. businesses), and how it relates to their own lives. 

This might explain the relatively low importance that participants placed on that attribute in their 

individual surveys, and how that attribute had the least difference across all four clusters. Finally, 

the exclusion criterion of the study led to only Pittsburgh residents who were planning to vote in 

the presidential primary campaign to participate in the study. Therefore, we could not evaluate 

the effectiveness of the models to find consensus when polarized political groups are trying to 

find common ground. For large societal issues such as climate change, it is impossible to ignore 

the role of polarization on the likelihood of finding policies that have bi-partisan support, 

especially in an environment of record-high level of political polarization, often preventing 

constructive discussion and search for mutually acceptable solutions.158,159 However, we felt 

tackling the issue of political polarization is beyond the scope of this project, and wanted to 

focus more narrowly around the policy deliberation problem itself, where participants are 

motivated to come to a consensus.  

Our study finds that there is some promise in a modeling approach to identify policies that 

can help to generate group consensus. While our study focused on climate change, this approach 
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can also be used in other areas where there is a heterogenous set of stakeholder preferences such 

as healthcare and immigration. However, it is important to note that these recommendations are 

just suggestions, and should not be used in a prescriptive manner, but rather to aid group 

decision-making instead of replacing it. The value in the approach is in the narrowing of the 

entire policy space (often incredibly large) and identify policies that have the foundations for a 

potential consensus, thus reducing the time and effort to identify policies that have the potential 

for agreement.  

3.6 Data Availability 

Statistics were done using R 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018), the dplyr, tidyr, googleAuthR, 

googledrive, googlesheets4, shinyjs, lubridate, rstanarm, mlogit, survival, DoE.base, 

DoE.wrapper, Metrics, mgcv, support.CEs, mlmRev, lme4, rlist, Matrix, matrixStats, pROC, 

purrr, magrittr, gargle, httr, readxl, fmsb, gridExtra, ggpubr, shiny, shinydashboard, ggplot2, and 

Hmisc, packages.106,107,110,111,113,114,148,160–187  

All data, code, and stimuli are available on GitHub: 

https://github.com/powerguo/PolicyRecommendation  

  

https://github.com/powerguo/PolicyRecommendation
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Chapter 4 Automating Subsystem Consolidation 

Evaluations and Part Selection for Metal Additive 

Manufacturing4 

 

  

 
4 This chapter is currently being prepared for publication (February 2022). This chapter should be referred to as: 

Guo, N., Jung, S., Funk, P., Davis, A. “Automating Subsystem Consolidation Evaluations and Part Selection for 

Metal Additive Manufacturing”.  
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4.1 Abstract 

Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) could revolutionize military operations by reducing 

production costs and fuel use while increasing readiness and capabilities. Not only existing 

conventional manufacturing parts can be replaced with parts using MAM, but subassemblies can 

also be consolidated using MAM, further reducing cost and weight. However, not all parts can be 

printed using MAM for military operations. Therefore, there is still a need to scrutinize parts and 

assemblies that are appropriate for MAM. Extending the prior work done by Funk et al. and Guo 

et al., we elicit and aggregate expert judgment from different domains to understand what 

attributes are important for MAM and for part consolidation. Specifically, we 1) use semi-

structured interviews to filter for attributes that are specific to the Army context, 2) expand our 

existing techno-economic and expert decision models to incorporate Army priorities and tech 

authority procedure, and 3) prototype an interface, seeded with expert knowledge and our 

existing models, to provide an Army database that experts can access and evaluate parts most for 

their suitability for MAM and parts consolidation. Our results showed that for both questions, 

experts valued both technical and logistic attributes when making decisions. For part selections, 

experts considered technical attributes such as the presence of overhangs along with logistical 

attributes such as OEM purchase price when selecting parts for MAM. For subassembly 

consolidation, attributes such as the presence of overhangs and the number of parts in the 

consolidation were used by experts to make their decisions. In addition, our result shows that 

existing heuristic rules that either focus on ease of printing or economic results do not fully 

capture the expert decision rules when making their judgment. Instead, when aggregated, experts 

use a few attributes from different domains to make their decisions. Despite individual experts 

employed different heuristic rules, aggregated results found clear and consistent decision-rules 

that are important. This further reinforces prior findings that aggregate expert knowledge have 

the potential to increase the speed of technology adoption in emerging technologies. 

4.2 Introduction 

Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) could revolutionize military operations by reducing 

production costs and fuel use while increasing readiness and capabilities.188–191 Not only existing 

conventional manufacturing parts can be replaced with parts using MAM, but subassemblies can 

also be consolidated using MAM, further reducing cost and weight.192,193 While the US military 
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has deployed AM labs into the field by the Army, Navy and Department of Defense (DoD) 

contractors since 2012, there is still significant opportunities for MAM technology to be 

distributed more widely.189,194–197 Effective use of MAM will allow for on-demand printing of 

products at the point of requirement, eliminating the need for large warehousing and supply 

chain management requirements.194,195 This would not only reduce the cost of part purchases and 

replacement, but also decrease equipment downtime, hasten maintenance speed, and eventually 

leading to greater system readiness.189,195,197  

However, not all parts can be printed using MAM for military operations. In addition to 

technical challenges with complex geometry or material, the process is still more suited for 

single part production than for mass production.190,197 Therefore, there is still a need to scrutinize 

parts and assemblies that are appropriate for MAM. Yet, selecting which parts to produce and 

consolidate using MAM is challenging as there are many candidate parts, few experts, and no 

one expert has all the required knowledge.188,196 This process is especially challenging in an 

emerging technology field such as MAM, where there is high level of uncertainty and tacit 

knowledge is predominant.188,198  

While experts can be used to make these assessments in emerging technology, errors and 

inconsistencies in their judgment can reduce their accuracy and usefulness. Prior research 

showed that at the scientific frontier, experts utilize different heuristic rules to substitute complex 

processes for simpler ones in order to make their decisions, similar to lay-people.199,200 This 

implies that inconsistencies that plague people for human-decision making also applies to 

experts.201,202 In addition, experts with relevant technological knowledge of MAM do not 

necessarily overlap significantly with those who have relevant MAM experience in the Army 

context.197 Therefore, there is a need to improve how we gather and aggregate expert judgment 

in these applications. Prior research has shown that we can leverage statistical decision making 

and combine it with expert insight to improve prediction accuracy, and we can use this 

combination to develop expert-guided algorithms to identify which components and systems 

should be produced or consolidated with MAM.203,204 Extending the prior work done by Funk et 

al. and Guo et al., we can elicit and aggregate expert judgment from different domains to 

understand what attributes are important for MAM and for part consolidation.18,205 Specifically, 

we 1) use semi-structured interviews to filter for attributes that are specific to the Army context, 

2) expand our existing techno-economic and expert decision models to incorporate Army 
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priorities and tech authority procedure, and 3) prototype an interface, seeded with expert 

knowledge and our existing models, to provide an Army database that experts can access and 

evaluate parts most for their suitability for MAM and parts consolidation. 

4.3 Methods 

To understand the set of attributes that experts consider to be important when judging on 

part suitability for MAM and for consolidation, we used both existing literature and 1-on-1 semi-

structured interviews with selected experts with military experience. While existing work in the 

literature have primarily focused on technical feasibility of AM (part orientation, part 

complexity, existence of overhangs, support structure etc.), experts with domain subject 

knowledge could also have logistic or mission-oriented attributes that they would consider for 

both part selection and part consolidation.18,190,206–210 Our 1-on-1 semi-structured interviews were 

then designed to elicit non-technical attributes from experts, while at the same time confirming 

the importance of the set of technical attributes in the literature. 

We interviewed seven AM experts, five within academia and two from the US military. 

Expert backgrounds ranged from material science to mechanical engineering, to aerospace 

industry. The interviews were semi-structured, with seven questions focused on parts 

consolidation and seven questions focused on parts selection (questions can be found in 

Appendix C.1). The questions started by asking for the experts' prior experience with the topic 

and depending on their responses we adjusted the other questions that attempted to understand 

how they made decisions for both parts consolidation and part selection. For most of the experts, 

they addressed both parts selection and consolidation in their answers at the same time. While 

their answers helped to identify the attributes for parts consolidation and parts selection, and 

helped to verify our assumptions, their perspective was primarily focused on academia. We 

generated two different sets of attributes based on the semi-structured interviews, one for part 

selection and one for part consolidation.  

4.3.1 MAM part selection 

Combining attributes identified through existing literature and the semi-structured 

interviews, we identified eight attributes that would be important for experts to judge whether a 

part is suitable for MAM (Table 4-1).  
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Table 4-1 - Expert judgment attributes for MAM part suitability selection. Attributes and their associated levels were identified 

through existing literature and 1-on-1 semi-structured interviews. 

Attributes Description Levels 

Critical Part This attribute is critical to the safe operation of either the 

sub-assembly or the assembly. 

Yes/No 

Overhang Additive production works by building parts up by 

individual layers. An overhang occurs during the printing 

process if the consolidated part’s upper layers extend 

outward over the layers below. This attribute specifies 

whether the candidate will have an overhang under the 

optimal build orientation. 

Yes/No 

Common Material Common alloys for processes such as laser powder beds 

have well-defined printing parameters for MAM. If a part 

can be constructed from those common alloys, it would be 

more suitable for MAM than parts that must be constructed 

from new alloys that require extensive tuning of machine 

parameters. 

Yes/No 

Mechanical Cyclic 

Load 

The attribute specifies whether the part will experience 

cyclic load (mechanical loading and unloading, or regular 

load reversals), during normal operation. 

Yes/No 

Purchase Price   

The estimated purchase price of this part from the OEM 

(not using additive manufacturing) to the nearest dollar. 

Expected 

purchase 

price 

Mission Criticality A failure in this part would prevent the assembly from 

completing the mission. 

Yes/No 

Failure Rate The estimated expected failure rate of the part in the field. 

There are three levels, low (2 or less failures in the field), 

and high (more than 2 failures in the field) 

Low/High 

Supply Shortage This attribute estimates whether the part will experience 

supply shortage in the field. A supply shortage is when a 

part fails in the field and there is no replacement readily 

available. 

Yes/No 

 

It is important to note that these attributes span across technical, economic, and logistic 

considerations. We would then expect our expert decision model to differ from results that focus 

only on one of these considerations (cost minimization for example). 

Using the attributes identified above, we used the multi-stage research design from Guo 

et al. and extended to this problem.205 The key difference is that in stage one, we modeled the 

individual judgment of each expert using a mixed-logit model 𝑢(𝑚) = β�̂�𝑚 + 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙|𝑚, 

where β𝑇 is 8 ×1 parameter vector and 𝑚 contains the 7 dummy variables for each attribute 

except for price, and one continuous variable for price. We included random slopes for each 
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participant on each attribute to capture how individual experts might differ on their relative 

weighting of the attributes. The fixed effect estimates would represent an aggregated expert 

judgment on the importance of each attribute, while the random effects would represent the 

estimate of each individual expert’s judgment on the importance of each attribute.    

The recruited experts completed an online survey where they were asked to choose the 

most appropriate part for MAM between 30 pairs of parts (with 2 attention check questions). The 

survey candidates and their associated levels are shown in Appendix C.2, with an example 

choice task shown in Figure C-1 (from Appendix C.2). 15 Candidate parts were selected based 

on the US Army’s Improved Ribbon Bridge (IRB) that consists of the M16 Ramp Bay and M17 

Interior Bay.211 These parts have a wide range of attributes, from small and cheap washers, to 

complex and expensive subassemblies such as a direct control linear valve. The full list of the 

candidate parts can be found in Appendix A. Based on the 30 choices obtained from each 

participant, we used a mixed logit model with random slopes on the individual level to estimate 

the relative importance of each attribute for both each expert and the aggregated group. The 30 

pairs of comparisons were first generated using a modified coordinate exchange algorithm 

(CEA) that can identify optimized designs.212,213 However, since the candidate sets do not cover 

the full set of attribute levels, alternatives with unavailable attribute levels that were identified 

through the CEA were replaced with the most similar available alternatives. From pilot testing 

we expected the task to take approximately 30 minutes, with each two-alternative choice taking 

approximately 30 seconds, and an additional 5-10 minutes to read the introductory material to 

the task.  

In stage 2, we used balanced k-means clustering to create equally sized clusters of 

participants who differed based on their estimated preferences in stage 1.147 Using the model’s 

random effects estimated in stage 1 as a vector, the balanced K-means clustering algorithm 

randomly divided participants into four clusters, then calculated the mean distance of each 

participant’s estimated parameter from each cluster center. Each cluster then selected the 

participant that had the lowest mean distance to that cluster. Once all participants were assigned 

to a cluster, we identified a new center for each cluster, and recalculated the mean distance of 

each participant’s estimated parameters to the new cluster centers. The new clusters repeat the 

process of selecting participants that had the lowest mean distance to that cluster. The entire 
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process repeated until cluster centers are no longer different between each iteration. At the end of 

the stage, all participants were clustered into four distinct clusters.  

In stage 3, participants were invited to sign up for the group discussion task and asked to 

provide their scheduling availability to the experimenter. The experimenter then created groups 

by finding times where 1 participant from each cluster was available. Participants (one from each 

cluster) were assigned a time to meet for the group discussion. Given the limited number of 

participants, groups consisted of either three or four participants. However, all participants for 

each group comes from a different cluster in identified in stage 2. Groups were briefed at the 

beginning of the experiment that their goal was come to a decision what the most suitable part 

for MAM. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, participants were asked to participate online through 

a videoconferencing application. The researcher was present for every group discussion, 

however, apart from briefing the participants at the beginning of the stage, did not participate in 

the discussion. There are three phases in stage 3. In phase 1, participants were asked to choose 

between 15 pairs of potential parts for MAM as a group. They had two minutes to discuss each 

comparison and were asked to make a choice before the end of the two minutes. They were 

informed that they did not have to agree before making their vote but were encouraged to discuss 

and share their perspectives with each other. The 15 pairs of parts selected for group deliberation 

were selected by finding pairs of parts where the difference in the mean utility values of all 

participants in the group are maximized.  

Once the group evaluated all 15 pairs of alternatives, phase two starts where we estimated 

the group social welfare function and present the recommendation to each group using Guo et 

al.205 Participants made their final decision for the group after being told that they were to 

evaluate whether the part was the most suited for MAM given the group’s preferences. Like 

phase 1, participants had two minutes to discuss, and they made their decision before the end of 

the two minutes. 

The final phase was validation, where each group member independently made an 

additional 10 choices, but the left option was always the recommended part. In this section, they 

had only 30 seconds to make their choice for each pair of comparison. If the recommendation 

was truly the best alternative, then participants should always prefer the recommended 

alternative over the randomly selected alternative.  
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The study was reviewed and approved by Carnegie Mellon University Institutional 

Review Board (STUDY2021_00000156). 

4.3.2 MAM part consolidation 

Similar to our approach to part selection, we combined attributes identified through 

existing literature and the semi-structured interviews and identified six attributes that would be 

important for experts to judge whether different subsystems of parts are suitable for 

consolidation. (Table 4-2).  
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Table 4-2 - Expert judgment attributes for subsystem part consolidation. Attributes and their associated levels were identified 

through existing literature and 1-on-1 semi-structured interviews. 

Attributes Description Levels 

Material The material used to print the consolidated 

part. In this study, we will consider three types 

of materials: steel, aluminum, or titanium. 

Steel (Stainless Steel 316L) / 

Aluminum (Al6061) / 

Titanium (Ti6Al4V) 

Critical Parts 

in the 

Consolidation 

A critical part is one that is required for the 

assembled system to function. This attribute 

counts the number of critical parts included in 

the consolidation. 

Number of critical parts 

Overhangs in 

the 

Consolidation 

Additive production works by building 

components up by individual layers. An 

overhang occurs during the printing process if 

the consolidated component's upper layers 

extend outward over the layers below. This 

attribute specifies whether the consolidation 

candidate will have an overhang under the 

optimal build orientation. 

Yes/No 

Support 

Structure 

Volume 

The total volume required for support 

structures to print the part under its optimal 

orientation. 

Support structure volume in 

cubic CM 

Cyclic Load The attribute specifies whether the 

consolidated component will experience cyclic 

load (mechanical loading and unloading, or 

regular load reversals, during normal 

operation) in the consolidation. 

Yes/No 

Total 

Production 

Cost 

The expected total new production cost of the 

entire brake pedal assembly including the 

consolidation candidate. This cost is estimated 

with an optimization model that includes 

manufacturing, material, labor, and post 

processing costs. 

Expected total production 

cost per brake pedal (nearest 

dollar) 

 

 It is important to note that the Support Structure Volume and Total Production Cost 

attributes are generated using a topological optimization model as described in Nie et al., and 

therefore not elicited from experts themselves.206 

Using the attributes identified above, we modeled expert judgment by recruiting experts 

to complete an online survey of 40 discrete choice tasks. Similar to the Part Selection task, we 

modeled the individual judgment of each expert using a mixed-logit model 𝑢(𝑚) = β�̂�𝑚 +

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙|𝑚, with random slopes for each participant on each attribute to capture how 

individual experts might differ on their relative weighting of the attributes. The fixed effect 
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estimates would represent an aggregated expert judgment on the importance of each attribute, 

while the random effects would represent the estimate of each individual expert’s judgment on 

the importance of each attribute. 

The recruited experts completed an online survey where they were asked to choose the 

most appropriate subassembly for consolidation between 40 pairs of subassemblies. The survey 

candidates and are shown in Appendix C.3, with an example choice task shown in Figure C-3 in 

Appendix C.3. Candidate subassemblies are selected from a brake pedal assembly that has 11 

components as seen in Figure 4-1 below. After filtering out unfeasible consolidations, there are 

288 (96 possible consolidation orientations multiplied by three different materials) possible 

subassembly consolidation candidates in the brake pedal assembly.  

 

 

Figure 4-1 - Candidate subassembly consolidations are selected from a combination of components in this brake pedal assembly. 

Based on the 40 choices obtained from each participant, we used a mixed logit model 

with random slopes on the individual level to estimate the relative importance of each attribute 

for both each expert and the aggregated group. Similar to the part selection model, the 40 pairs of 

comparisons were first generated using a modified coordinate exchange algorithm (CEA) that 

can identify optimized designs. Alternatives with unavailable attribute levels that were identified 

through the CEA were replaced with the most similar available alternatives.  From pilot testing 

we expected the task to take approximately 40 minutes, with each two-alternative choice taking 

approximately 30 seconds, and an additional 5-10 minutes to read the introductory material to 

the task. 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 MAM part selection 

The data collection processed started in June 2021 and ended in July 2021. We reached 

out to 77 experts through the CMU Army Research Lab (ARL) community. 19 experts 

responded and completed the stage one survey. These 19 individuals had a wide range of 

expertise and experience as seen in Table 4-3Error! Reference source not found.. These 19 

experts had experience ranging from industry, to academia, to military, with most indicating they 

had a high degree of self-assessed expertise with MAM. 

Table 4-3 - Experience and self-assessed expertise of experts who participated in the part selection survey. Note that some 

participants had multiple years of experience in more than one area (industry and academia for example), and therefore the tally 

of participant experience in different sectors is higher than 19. * We suspect that the participant who indicated they had no self-

assessed expertise with MAM was a mistake, as they indicated they had 10+ years of industry and military experience with 

MAM. 

 

 In stage one, using the mixed-logit model, the estimated relative importance of each 

attribute can be seen in Table 4-4. The result suggests that the three most important attributes for 

selecting the right part for MAM are whether overhang exists, whether the part is critical, and the 

price of the part if purchased directly from the OEM. In addition, our result is consistent with 

existing AM literature, where the presence of overhang, cyclic load, and criticality would 

decrease a part’s suitability for MAM, while if a part can be constructed from a common allow 

with known printing parameters, it would increase its suitability for MAM.210 Finally, our result 

suggests that experts do not only use technical attributes to judge a part’s suitability for MAM, 
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and considerations around failure rate, supply shortage, and OEM purchase price are still 

noticeable in an aggregated expert model.     

Table 4-4 - Estimated relative importance of part selection attributes for MAM suitability. Standard errors represent fixed effects 
standard errors, standard deviation represents random effects standard deviation. Accuracy was calculated using in-sample AUC 

value. * p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 

Coefficients Estimates Standard Errors Standard Deviation 

Common Material 1.508 1.019 2.920 

Overhang Yes -1.634** 0.722 0.965 

Cyclic Load Yes -0.464 0.515 1.356 

Critical Yes -1.953** 0.852 2.094 

Mission Critical Yes 0.504 0.773 2.069 

Low Failure Rate -0.595 0.579 1.254 

Supply Shortage 0.807 0.784 2.234 

Log (Purchase Price) 1.051*** 0.263 0.638 

Accuracy  

(in-sample AUC) 
0.950 

  

 

Using the estimated fixed effects attribute parameters, we identified the MAM suitability 

of every candidate part in our study. The full ranking of part suitability for our candidates can be 

found in Appendix C.4. We then compared our ranking with rankings generated through two 

other known logistic heuristics for MAM suitability (price, high failure rate and low supply). We 

can see that the top ranked candidates from the aggregated expert model are different than 

candidates identified through existing known heuristic rules, though candidates identified from 

the purchase price heuristic have the same top three candidates but in different order (Table 4-5). 
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Table 4-5 - Top ranked MAM suitable candidates using the aggregated expert model, purchase price heuristics, and high failure 

rate + low supply heuristic. Note, only two parts in the candidate list have high failure rate and low supply. 

 

In stage three, nine out of 19 experts participated in the group discussion, forming three 

groups of three participants each. In this group of experts, seven had industry experience, five 

had academia experience, and two had military experience. Out of the three groups, two groups 

reached consensus and agreed with the recommendation provided through the estimated social 

welfare function, while in the third group one participant did not agree with the recommendation 

(Table 4-6). When examining the validation score of the three groups, we see that in the two 

groups that agreed with the recommendation, participants continued to choose the recommended 

part over random alternatives, suggesting that the recommended part was the most suitable part 

for MAM for the group. While the limited number of groups (due to limited number of experts 

who participated in the group discussion) prevented any in-depth statistical analysis of the 

recommendation algorithm, the fact that two out of three groups had high satisfaction with the 

recommendation suggests some utility in the model approach.  
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Table 4-6 - Group results of expert discussion on appropriate part for MAM. While the model generated a ranked list of all 

candidate parts based on the group responses, only the top ranked choice is presented to the group. 

 

 

4.4.2 Part consolidation 

The data collection process for assessing part consolidation appropriateness ran parallel 

with the part selection problem. Out of the 77 experts we reached out to, 12 experts responded to 

the part consolidation survey. These 12 experts had prior experiences from industry, academia, 

and military, with 9 of them indicating they had high level of self-assessed expertise (Table 4-7).  
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Table 4-7 - Expert demographic of participants who responded to the part consolidation survey. Note that some participants had 
multiple years of experience in more than one area (industry and academia for example), and therefore the tally of participant 

experience in different sectors is higher than 12.   

 

 Using the mixed-logit model, we were able to estimate the relative importance of 

different attributes for expert judgment of part consolidation. Due to the fact that the Critical Part 

attribute range from 0 – 4 and its distribution is not uniform, there are different ways to model 

that attribute in the mixed-logit model. Options include treating number of critical parts as 

factorized variable with four levels (0 to 3), factorized variable with three levels (0 and 1 as one 

level, 2, and 3), factorized variable with two levels (0 and 1 as low, 2 and 3 high), and 

continuous variable on the number of critical parts. Our models also examined how including the 

total number of parts being consolidated as a continuous covariate would impact the final result. 

All eight model results can be found in Table 4-8.  

Our result shows that models with the added covariate of number of consolidated parts 

perform better than models without the covariate. In-sample AUC values for all four models 

performed better after adding the number of consolidated parts. In addition, number of 

consolidated parts is the most statistically significant covariate out of all estimated parameters, 

suggesting its importance to the model.  

Out of the four different ways to model number of critical parts, we see that modeling the 

variable as high/low provided the best model result. While the in-sample AUC of that approach 

was the lowest (0.888), this is expected given there is less variables in the model. The number of 

significant covariates is higher than the other approaches. Therefore, we believe the best model 
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(highlighted in blue in Table 4-8) to aggregate expert judgment on part consolidation is to treat 

the number of critical parts as a two-level factorized variable between high/low and including the 

number of parts in the consolidation. 

Our results shows that the number of consolidated parts in the consolidation candidate, 

whether there were two or more critical parts in the consolidation, and the existence of overhangs 

are significant predictors of expert judgment on consolidation appropriateness. Out of these 

parameters, only the number of parts in the consolidation is statistically significant at p< 0.05 

level. On the other hand, production cost of the consolidation was not a significant predictor of 

expert judgment on consolidation suitability. 

Table 4-8 - Model estimates and performance. First four models did not include number of parts being consolidated as a 

covariate, while the last four models included the number of parts as a covariate. Model performance is measured using in-

sample AUC. Values in brackets denote standard deviation of random effects. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01   

 

We also compared the results of our models with the topological optimization model. 

Using the estimated fixed effects parameters, we constructed the full ranking of all 288 

candidates in the candidate set. We then calculated the correlation of that ranking against the 

ranking of candidates generated through the topological optimization model. We see that the 

correlation between the ranking generated through the expert aggregated model is around -0.5 

when compared to the topological optimization model rankings, suggesting that the candidates 

deemed to be appropriate for consolidation by experts are different than the candidates that have 

the lowest production cost.  
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4.5 Discussion 

We created expert aggregated models to evaluate how experts from different 

backgrounds evaluated part suitability for MAM and subassembly suitability for consolidation. 

Our results showed that for both questions, experts valued both technical and logistic attributes 

when making decisions. For part selections, experts considered technical attributes such as the 

presence of overhangs along with logistical attributes such as OEM purchase price when 

selecting parts for MAM. For subassembly consolidation, attributes such as the presence of 

overhangs and the number of parts in the consolidation were used by experts to make their 

decisions. In addition, our result shows that existing heuristic rules that either focus on ease of 

printing or economic results do not fully capture the expert decision rules when making their 

judgment. Instead, when aggregated, experts use a few attributes from different domains to make 

their decisions.  

Our results also showed that there was large disagreement amongst the experts 

themselves on the importance of each attribute for both questions. Only three attributes across 

both models had a standard deviation (measure of variance of the random effects) smaller than 

the parameter estimate (presence of overhang and OEM purchase price for part selection model; 

production cost for the consolidation model). This suggests that on an individual level, experts 

had very different relative importance placed on different attributes. However, confirming the 

result from Funk et al., we saw that when aggregated, we can identify a consistent decision-rule 

from the collection of experts.18 This is supported through the group discussion results for part 

selection, where despite having different individual decision rules, experts were able to agree 

quickly on a consensus of what the best candidate is for MAM.  

It is important to note several shortcomings of our results. The first is the relatively low 

number of experts that were able to complete the surveys for both questions, and the low number 

of experts who participated in group discussion for part selection. Out of 77 experts we 

contacted, only 19 responded to the part selection survey (with 9 experts participating in the 

group discussion), and 12 responded to the consolidation survey. This reduced our results’ 

statistical power and limited our ability to conclude more definitely on the different attributes 

that drives expert decision making. In addition, given MAM is an emerging technology, certain 

experts might have more accurate assessment on either part MAM suitability or subassembly 

consolidation suitability. Ideally then, we would weigh those experts’ evaluations more during 
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the aggregation process. While there are a variety of different methods for weighting experts, 

most of them rely on measuring their responses against a known calibration variable.214,215 

However, given the emerging nature of the MAM field, it is difficult to validate and calibrate 

collected expert responses. While we attempted to use self-assessed expertise to infer expert 

evaluation accuracy, the small sample size of experts who responded to the surveys made it 

impractical to use for this purpose. Finally, since both models are built on specific assembly 

(pontoon bridge) and specific subassembly (brake pedal assembly), extending these models 

would require collecting data from experts on additional parts and assemblies. Different contexts 

with different business case or regulatory environment (aerospace, nuclear etc.) could also 

change how experts view the importance of these attributes. Therefore, it is important to take 

these considerations into account before extending these model results. 

Finally, to help Army stakeholders navigate the implications of our models, we created 

interfaces for both models where single experts can input a single candidate (either part or 

subassembly) and receive a suitability score based on the aggregated models. The interfaces were 

built using R Shiny and it is hosted through the shinyapps.io server. The demos evaluate 

potential candidates using the fix effects parameters estimated by the aggregated expert models. 

User can enter attributes of a potential candidate through a series of drop-down menus and 

textboxes (see Figure 4-2). The suitability score would then be provided to the user based on 

their inputs. In addition, the interfaces will show candidate parts that have similar suitability for 

either MAM or consolidation based on the user defined characteristics. These interfaces can 

easily be extended to other parts and subassemblies by substituting different attributes or 

parameter values in the underlying model. The two interfaces can be found at 

https://nilesxug.shinyapps.io/PartSelectionDemo/ for part selection, and 

https://nilesxug.shinyapps.io/ConsolidationDemo/ for subassembly consolidation. 

We extended prior work on aggregating expert judgment for selecting appropriate parts 

for MAM and consolidation for the U.S. Army context and found that there is value 

incorporating attributes from different expert domains.18,205 Despite individual experts employed 

different heuristic rules, aggregated results found clear and consistent decision-rules that are 

important. This further reinforces prior findings that aggregate expert knowledge have the 

potential to increase the speed of technology adoption in emerging technologies.  

https://nilesxug.shinyapps.io/PartSelectionDemo/
https://nilesxug.shinyapps.io/ConsolidationDemo/
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Figure 4-2 – Screenshot of the MAM part selection interface to evaluate potential candidates using the developed expert 

aggregate model. Users are expected to enter the candidate details using the controls on the left-hand side of the screen, while the 
right hand side of the screen will display 1) ranking of the candidate against known set of candidates, 2) a numerical suitability 

score, and 3) other parts that have similar suitability scores to compare against the candidate.  

  

4.6 Data availability 

Statistics were done using R 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018), the dplyr, tidyr, googleAuthR, 

googledrive, googlesheets4, shinyjs, lubridate, mlogit, survival, DoE.base, DoE.wrapper, 

Metrics, mgcv, support.CEs, mlmRev, lme4, rlist, Matrix, matrixStats, pROC, purrr, magrittr, 

gargle, httr, readxl, fmsb, gridExtra, ggpubr, shiny, shinydashboard, ggplot2, idefix, and Hmisc, 

packages.106,107,164–168,170–174,110,175,177–185,111,212,113,114,160–163  

All data, code, and stimuli are available on GitHub: 

https://github.com/powerguo/MAMDemo. 

  

https://github.com/powerguo/MAMDemo
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Contributions 

5.1 Conclusions 

Group decision-making for techno-economic assessment often involves coordination 

between multiple stakeholders who have their own perspectives, motivations, objectives and 

expertise.1,2 This increases the complexity of the decision-making process, require qualitative 

evaluations around tradeoffs of multiple objectives, and can lead to unsatisfactory and 

suboptimal decisions.3–7 Although empirical evidence is lacking, there is reason to believe that 

real-time feedback and consensus-driven group recommender systems can improve group 

decision-making. Therefore, my dissertation fills the gap in the existing literature and used group 

behavioral experiments to investigate the effectiveness of these proposed behavioral 

interventions on group decision making for techno-economic assessments.  

I achieved these objectives by recruiting a wide range of participants (students, laypeople 

in the general public, experts in an emerging technology), organizing them into groups, and 

evaluated the feasibility and effectiveness of the interventions on helping them to improve their 

decision-making in three different techno-economic areas. 

Chapter 2 extended a prior MILP optimization model for wastewater management and 

evaluated how groups of students, if given different roles and objectives, would respond to real-

time feedback during a design task with two competing objectives. Utilizing a between/within 

subject design, I was able to use the objective results to measure the additive effectiveness of 

providing real-time feedback to groups against the groups working independently and groups 

working collaboratively, but without real-time feedback. My results suggest that real-time 

feedback provided a statistically significant design improvement for groups against both working 

independently and with only collaboration. When provided with real-time feedback, participants 

were able to better understand the impact of their decisions on the overall system through the 

display of objective metrics. We also observed that participants became more motivated as they 

grasped the connection between their decisions and the overall solution, which manifested in 

participants wanting to find better solutions. In addition, participants were able to use the real-

time feedback to validate their assumptions for their decisions and recognize when those 

assumptions were false. Finally, real-time feedback improved the results of groups who had 

unmotivated members (observed through their lack of interaction with other members in their 
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group), where the real-time feedback allowed groups to use that feedback as cues to point out 

where the unengaged members can improve the overall system. 

In addition to advantages that real-time feedback provided to participants, shared 

information bias had a greater effect on team performance in complex design tasks than in 

perceptual tasks in prior work.100,101 Without the ability to confirm their assumptions during the 

informal collaboration design task, participants lacked the ability to understand what information 

is essential, instead focusing on the information that all participants possessed. When provided 

with feedback, however, participants were able to confirm their assumptions and understand 

what information is needed from other participants to generate the optimal design. For complex 

design decisions, our result shows feedback is an important aspect of group success. 

For Chapter 3, I pivoted to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of providing a 

consensus-driven group recommender system for groups to reach consensus for climate change 

policies inspired by proposed policies from the 2020 Democratic Party Presidential Primaries. 

Modifying the group behavioral experiment from Chapter 2, I was able to recruit people from the 

general population in the Pittsburgh area and examined how their preferences changed after 

providing them with a recommendation from the recommender system. After eliciting their 

individual preferences using a standard discrete choice approach, I clustered the participants 

based on their policy preferences, and then recruited them in groups of four to discuss their 

climate change policy preferences. Providing them with recommendations from two different 

underlying approaches, weighted-sum versus mean-variance, I measured the groups’ acceptance 

of the recommendations, and found that groups who were given the mean-variance approach 

were more likely to accept the recommendation provided by the recommender system, and they 

were more likely to stay with the recommendation when provided with other options. The results 

demonstrate that consensus driven group recommender systems have the potential to help teams 

reach consensus on difficult policy domains by providing participants the opportunity to discuss 

their preferences with others in real-time, allowing for participants to change their underlying 

preferences, and filtering out policy options in a large policy space that would have low 

probability of acceptance to all members. In addition, the observational data showed that 

participants in the study (Democratic Party primary voters in the Pittsburgh area) had strong 

policy preferences for an aggressive 100% clean energy portfolio goal and for a ban on fossil 
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fuel exploration on public lands, despite the large differences in those policies’ CO2e emissions 

reduction effectiveness and cost to the private sector. 

For Chapter 4, I extended the behavior experiment design from Chapter 3, and applied the 

mean-variance driven group recommender approach to the problem of selecting appropriate parts 

for metal additive manufacturing (MAM) from experts with domain knowledge. Using the same 

discrete choice platform developed in Chapter 3, after recruiting MAM experts from industry, 

academia, and the U.S. Army, I captured expert judgment of both selecting appropriate parts for 

MAM and for selecting appropriate subassemblies for part consolidation. In addition, I examined 

the effect of providing the consensus driven group recommender system to three groups of 

experts tasked with selecting appropriate parts for MAM. The results show that while individual 

experts may have very different judgment on appropriateness for MAM, aggregating expert 

judgment together using a mixed-logit approach provides a clear and consistent decision-rule. 

This confirms the prior work of Funk et al., which shows that pooling expert judgment using 

statistical methods can create valuable insights of expert judgment for domains at the technology 

frontier even if individual experts have different judgments. In addition, the results show that due 

to the emerging nature of MAM, different domains will have different attributes that are 

important for its adoption. While some technological attributes such as the presence of overhangs 

do drive expert decision making for MAM, logistic attributes such as OEM purchase price and 

number of consolidated parts are also valued by experts. Furthermore, some attributes such as 

presence of cyclic loading and support structure volume that prior literature identified as 

important drivers for MAM adoption were not significant drivers of expert judgment. Finally, the 

group discussion results show real-world evidence of the feasibility and usefulness of the 

consensus-driven group recommender system, as it helped two out of three groups reach 

consensus on selecting the most appropriate part for MAM.  
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5.2 Research Contributions 

This dissertation aimed to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of providing real-time 

performance feedback and consensus-driven group recommender systems to groups for techno-

economic assessment. The following publications, including open-sourced datasets, are products 

of the research and methods used in this dissertation.  

• Chapter 2: Real-Time Feedback Improves Multi-Stakeholder Design for Complex 

Environmental Systems 

o Journal: Guo, N., Davis, A., Mauter, M. & Whitacre, J. Real-time feedback improves 

multi-stakeholder design for complex environmental systems. Environ. Res. Commun. 3, 

45006 (2021) doi:10.1088/2515-7620/abf466  

o Code, stimulus, and dataset: N., Davis, A., Mauter, M. & Whitacre, J. Multistakeholder 

Design. (2021) https://github.com/we3lab/MultiStakeholderDesign  

• Chapter 3: A quantitative method for reaching consensus on federal climate change 

policy in the United States 

o Journal: Guo, N., Mauter, M. S. & Davis, A. L. A quantitative method for reaching 

consensus on federal climate change policy in the United States. (2022). In Submission. 

o Pre-registered experiment plan: Guo, N., Davis, A. L. Optimizing an Unknown Social 

Welfare Function to Aid Public Decision-Making. Open Science Foundation. (2020) doi: 

10.17605/OSF.IO/F96BM  

o Code, stimulus, and dataset: Guo, N., Mauter, M. S. & Davis, A. L. Policy 

Recommendations. (2022). https://github.com/powerguo/PolicyRecommendation  

• Chapter 4: Automating Subsystem Consolidation Evaluations and Part Selection for 

Metal Additive Manufacturing 

o Journal: Guo, N., Jung, S., Funk, P., Davis, A. L. Automating Subsystem Consolidation 

Evaluations and Part Selection for Metal Additive Manufacturing. (2022). In 

Preparation. 

o Code, stimulus, and dataset: Guo, N., Davis, A. L., MAM Demo. (2022). 

https://github.com/powerguo/MAMDemo  

https://github.com/we3lab/MultiStakeholderDesign
https://github.com/powerguo/PolicyRecommendation
https://github.com/powerguo/MAMDemo
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5.3 Future Prospective and Recommendations 

5.3.1 Evaluate the impact of real-time feedback with experts 

In chapter 2, I evaluated the impact of providing real-time feedback to groups of students 

recruited from Carnegie Mellon University. To ensure that students had sufficient information to 

act as experts, I provided them with briefing material that would provide both technical 

information and personal motivation about the role they were randomly assigned to. However, 

this cannot replace observations with real experts in their domain. Briefing material, no matter 

how well prepared, is no replacement for personal experience with the problem at hand. Even if 

provided with the information, a student may not identify the implications of their actions and 

the relationships between different modules that an expert would. This also necessitated the 

simplification of the system design task in order to ensure participants were able to complete the 

task in a reasonable amount of time, without feeling discouraged or frustrated with any lack of 

progress.  

Recruiting real experts with domain knowledge would allow the researchers to repeat the 

analysis with more complex systems (either in terms of decision variables, or objectives, or 

system parameters), which can further quantify the benefit of real-time feedback. In addition, this 

would allow researchers to observe how experts interact with the information, and how they 

might react if the information is inconsistent with their expectations. Would experts quickly 

adjust their priors, or would they distrust information provided to them through a black-box 

system? Finally, repeating this analysis with experts will allow researchers to observe if experts 

have any behavioral changes with the presence of the feedback. Since experts will have real-time 

access to system performance, there is a question of where they will refocus attention.  

5.3.2 Evaluate trust for group recommender system results 

In Chapter 3 and 4, I used a consensus-driven group recommender system to identify 

recommendations that would are acceptable to groups of individuals. However, for the system to 

work as intended and generate accurate recommendations, participants need to be motivated to 

come to a consensus and trust that the recommender generates recommendations that adequately 

captures their own preferences. If participants are motivated by negative partisanship, tribalism, 

and distrust of others, then it is unlikely that the recommender system in its currently form can 

generate an accurate recommendation that can satisfy everyone.   
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However, many of our policy problems such as healthcare, gun control, pandemic 

response, and immigration are plagued motivated reasoning and low trust in both government 

and expertise.216 For example, recent research showed that most variables such as GDP, 

pandemic preparedness, population density, and cancer/COPD prevalence did not adequately 

explain cross-country variations in COVID-19 infection rates.217 Instead, the two largest 

predictors of COVID-19 infections other than age were trust in government and interpersonal 

trust.217 Therefore, when attempting to find policy solutions in these domains that are acceptable 

to individuals, there is work to be done to create community engagement strategies to foster a 

greater sense of interpersonal trust.  

While the recommender system requires trust to work as intended, the approach 

presented in Chapter 3 and 4 luckily does represent an opportunity to foster greater interpersonal 

trust when attempting to identify potential solutions. By creating an environment where 

participants are asked to share their perspectives and reasoning, participants have the opportunity 

to build trust through the process. Through informal observation of results of Chapter 3, policy 

options no longer seem impersonal when they are presented by someone else in a small group. 

Therefore, I believe there is potential for the group discussion process to increase trust and 

compromise between participants.  

5.3.3 Evaluate the effect of group size on the quality of recommendation  

In Chapters 3 and 4, I used a group size of four participants to examine the effects of the 

group recommender system on the probability of consensus. While that group size was necessary 

to have a controlled and manageable experimental setting, in many real-world applications (in 

policy areas such as public health, immigration etc.), the number of stakeholders could vary 

greatly. Since the dynamic of any group discussion changes as the number of participants 

increases, there is a potential for group recommender system to have different effectiveness due 

to a change in the group size. Therefore, there are additional opportunities to investigate the 

effectiveness of the consensus driven recommender system with a variety of different group 

sizes.  

For example, rather than using the cluster size of 4 with a balanced cluster size in Chapter 

3, potential investigation could vary the number of clusters to identity other categories of 

individual preferences and evaluate the performance of the recommender system on different 
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cluster sizes with different Davies-Bouldin index values. This would allow people to grouped 

more accurately with others who share their preferences, and the identification of groups that 

have greater differences (for example, preferences for fast-decarbonization and increased nuclear 

power).  

In addition, as the number of clusters increase, the number of participants in a group 

would increase. It is reasonable to expect the dynamic of the group discussion to change. With 

more participants, it would be harder for every member of the group to voice their desires and 

objectives during discussion, especially in an ad-hoc setting without a pre-defined moderator. 

This would then affect the ability of the consensus-driven model to find the recommendation that 

would have a high probability of success. Therefore, there is a potential for further examination 

on the effect of group size on the probability of consensus.    
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Appendix A Supplemental Information for Chapter 2 

A.1 Case Study Setup 

The case study system was modified from Bartholomew and Mauter, and the problem is 

transformed from a MILP into a non-linear integer programming problem (NIP).1 The problem 

can be formulated as the following: 

 

At the highest level, the two objective functions are:  

 

CostFinancial =  (CostWaterWithdrawl +  CostFreshwaterTransportation

+ CostWastewaterTransportation + CostStorage + CostWastewaterTreatment) (1) 

 

And:  

CostHHE = ∑

e

CEe (Me
Storage

+ Me
Pipeline

+ Me
Trucking

+ Me
CentralTreatment + MD

Disposal
) (2) 

Where:  

 

CostWaterWithdrawl

=  ∑

c

∑

j

∑

k

∑

t

WCc*FWSourcec*FWReqjkt*Reusej*Storagek (3) 

FWSourcec is the decision variable for the freshwater source, WCc represents the freshwater 

withdraw cost associated with freshwater source c, Reusej is the binary decision variable on if 

wastewater is reused for future operations, Storagek is the binary decision variable on if 

wastewater is stored for future operations, and FWReqjkt is the freshwater requirement 

associated with the appropriate reuse/storage scenario at week t.  
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CostFreshwaterTransportation

= ∑

c

∑

l

∑

u

FWImPipel*FWImPipeTypeu*FWImDistc*FWSourcec*PipeCapCostu

+ ∑

d

∑

l

∑

u

FWWellPipel*FWWellPipeTypeu*FWWellDistd*PipeCapCostu

+ ∑

t

∑

c

∑

l

∑

u

FWImPipel*FWImPipeTypeu*FWImDistc*FWSourcec*PipePumpCostu*FWPumpFlowt

+ ∑

t

∑

d

∑

l

∑

u

FWWellPipel*FWWellPipeTypeu*FWWellDistd*PipePumpCostu*FWPumpFlowt

+ ∑

t

∑

c

FWTruckImpoundt*FWImDistc*FWSourcec*FWTruckCost

+ ∑

t

∑

d

FWTruckWellpadt*FWWellpadDistd*FWTruckCost (4) 

 

FWImPipel represents the binary decision variable on whether a pipeline is to constructed to 

ship freshwater from the source to the impoundment area, FWImPipeTypeu represents the 

decision variable on the type of pipe to be used for transporting water from source to 

impoundment, FWImDistc represents the distance from freshwater source c to the impoundment, 

and PipeCapCostu represents the capital cost associated with pipeline type u,  FWWellPipel is 

the binary decision variable on whether a pipeline is constructed to transport freshwater from the 

impoundment area to each well-pad, FWWellPipeTypeu represents the decision variable on the 

type of pipe to be used for transporting water from impoundment to well-pad, FWWellDistd 

represents the distance from the impoundment area to each well-pad d, PipePumpCostu 

represents the pumping cost associated with pipeline u, and FWPumpFlowt represents the 

amount of freshwater pumped at week t. FWTruckImpoundt represents the amount of 

freshwater transported from the freshwater source to the impoundment at week t, and 

FWTruckCost represent the unit cost of transporting freshwater.  
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CostWastewaterTransportation

=  ∑

CT

YCT* ∑

l

WWPipel* ∑

u

WWPipeTypeu*PipeCapCostu*CTDist

+ ∑

CT

YCT* ∑

l

WWPipel* ∑

u

WWPipeTypeu*PipePumpCostu*WWPumped*CTDist

+ ∑

CT

YCT*WWTrucked*WWTruckCost*CTDist

+ ∑

CT

YCT*ρeff*WWProduced*WWTruckCost*(DPDist-CTDist)

+ ∑

NCT

YNCT*WWProduced*WWTruckCost*DPDist (5) 

 

YCT is the binary decision variable on if central treatment is used to treat wastewater. WWPipel 

is the decision variable for if a pipeline is used to transport the wastewater from the well-pads to 

the central treatment facility. WWPipeTypeu is the decision variable for the type of pipeline. 

CTDist is the distance from the well-pad to the central treatment facility. WWPumped is the 

amount of wastewater pumped to the central treatment facility. WWTrucked is the amount of 

wastewater trucked to the central treatment facility. ρeff is the treatment efficiency of the central 

wastewater treatment facility. DPDist is the distance from the well-pad to the disposal site. 

WWProduced is the total amount of wastewater that is produced. YNCT represents the inverse of 

the binary decision variable on if central treatment is used to treat wastewater, such that YNCT +

YCT = 1.  

 

CostStorage = ∑

j

∑

k

Storagek*Reusej*FWReqjk*StorageCost(6) 

 

StorageCost is the unit cost of storing freshwater on site.  
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CostWastewaterTreatment = ∑

CT

YCT*WWProduced*TreatmentCost (7) 

 

Me
Storage

, Me
Pipeline

, Me
Trucking

, Me
CentralTreatment, Me

Disposal
 represent the amount of criteria air 

pollutant e produced for each activity, CEe represent the associated unit cost of each criteria air 

pollutant. 

The full set of criteria air pollutant considered for this case study is adopted from 

Bartholomew and Mauter and can be found in Table A-1. The associated emissions coefficients 

for each activity and cost coefficients are also used directly from Bartholomew and Mauter.1 

They used a hybrid LCA approach to calculate the coefficients, using both the Carnegie Mellon 

University EIO-LCA tool and process estimation through electricity production from NEI and 

eGRID2012. The marginal cost coefficients were found through the AP2 model. 

 

Table A-1 - Pollutant and associated marginal air emission damages estimated from the AP2 model 

Pollutant Cost ($2015/metric ton) 

NH3 131,000 

NOx 5,540 

PM2.5 118,000 

SO2 44,500 

VOCs 11,300 

CO2 40 

 

The model also consists of a series of constraints, ranging from mass balance constraints, 

to flow capacity constraints, to scheduling constraints. While these constraints reduce the total 

number of possible design space to ~2,200, this is still infeasible for participants to iterate 

through the entire solution space under a time constraint.  

  

To design the system, participants make a series of decisions to meet their individual 

objectives. These decisions include the freshwater source, the transportation options for 

freshwater and wastewater, treatment options, and storage options. 
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A.2 Participant Briefing Material 

The proposed users of the tool, industry experts, are vastly different than the sample 

population of CMU students. Experts differ from layperson in two important aspects: deep 

knowledge, and how the information is structured in their minds.2 This includes how they think, 

their problem-solving methods, forms of perception, and modes of communication.2,3 However, 

there are ways to mitigate this difference between experts with the sample population. Using 

existing literature that examined scientific communication between experts and layperson, we 

can reverse-engineer interventions that will reduce the gap between the two groups.  

 

First, we address the knowledge gap by providing all the relevant information to the 

participants. This included the overall case study setup, general overview of unconventional gas 

exploration, specific domain knowledge such as pipeline capacity and transportation distance, 

and historical system performance that will provide a useful marker for the participants. In 

addition, we address the information structure gap by immersing the participants into the 

perspective of the expert, since the “process of becoming an expert entails immersion into a 

certain perspective”.2 This includes communicating the motivation behind each expert, the 

implicit rules in their domain (for example, the relationship between air emission and different 

economic activity), the mental model of how the system behaves, and assumptions about 

relationships they have with other experts. To simulate expert interactions more realistically, we 

added privileged information to each participant’s briefing material to ensure each participant 

possessed information unique to themselves.4 When combined, the briefing material is designed 

to reduce the gap between the overall population and our sample population.  

 

The advantage of using student population also allowed us to evaluate the effect of CADS 

in a robust manner, since we can recruit a larger sample than if we limited ourselves to expert 

participants. We believe this trade-off between robustness in our results and use of students 

instead of experts is justified, given our mitigation efforts through the design of the briefing 

material.  
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The briefing material for each of the experts can be found below. 

 

A.2.1 Role: well-pad operator 

 

Individual Goal: Minimize the well-pad operational cost, which encompasses freshwater 

impoundment cost, wastewater storage cost, and frack fluid storage cost.  

 

Team Goal: Minimize the overall financial cost to the entire system, including freshwater and 

wastewater transportation cost, wastewater treatment cost, disposal cost, and freshwater 

withdrawal cost.  

 

You are the well-pad operator of your company, and your main goal is to minimize the financial 

cost of the system to ensure your company’s overall profitability. Your individual goal is to 

minimize the well-pad operational cost (in the form of storage cost, freshwater impoundment 

cost, and frack fluid storage cost). Since the fracking schedule has already been set, you do not 

need to consider the production side of the operation. From past experience, you know that a 

well-designed system of a similar scale should cost no more than $50 million for the entire 

project lifetime, but you want to ensure you minimize the financial cost as much as you can. 

 

Decisions: 

 

You are responsible for two decisions for the overall system:  

 

1. Reuse wastewater for fracking fluid: You can choose to reuse the wastewater generated 

from previous week’s operation. Around 10-15% of the cumulative fracking fluid is returned to 

the surface as wastewater each week. Reusing this wastewater will reduce the amount of 

freshwater you need to sustain the operation. In addition, reusing the wastewater will also reduce 

the amount of wastewater that will need to be treated/disposed. There is a cost to store the 

fracking fluid, in the form of impoundment cost. However, only 30% of the fracking fluid can be 

composed of the wastewater. The rest will need to be either treated or disposed in offsite disposal 

well. 
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2. Store wastewater onsite: You can choose to store the wastewater for future uses. You can 

store up to 8,000 barrels a week. If you choose both to reuse the wastewater and to store the 

wastewater, you can use the stored wastewater for future fracking uses.  

 

Relationship with other experts: 

 

You rely on both the freshwater and wastewater experts to select the most appropriate 

transportation technique to move the freshwater onsite and the wastewater offsite. In addition, 

the wastewater expert will decide whether wastewater will be treated before being disposed in an 

offsite location or disposed directly.  

 

You rely on the environmental regulator to select the freshwater source the firm can withdraw 

water from. There are different costs associated with different available freshwater sources, and 

that information is held by both the freshwater expert and the environmental regulator.  
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Key Parameters: 

 

Parameter Value 

Fracking Fluid Demand ~240,000 barrels/week 

Freshwater Demand Varies, depending on expert 

decision. Ranges around 

~80,000 – 240,000 

barrels/week 

Maximum Wastewater 

Fracking Fluid Composition 

30% 

Wastewater Storage Cost $0.525/barrel-week 

Freshwater Impoundment Cost $800,000 capital cost + 

$1.20/barrel 

 

A.2.2 Role: freshwater expert 

Individual Goal: Minimize the financial cost to transport freshwater from the freshwater source 

to the well-pads.  

 

You are the freshwater expert of your company, and your main goal is to minimize the financial 

cost to transport freshwater from the freshwater source to the well-pads. This includes freshwater 

withdraw cost, pipe construction cost, pipe variable cost, and trucking cost.  

 

There are three freshwater sources that can be used to withdraw freshwater, but the 

environmental regulator will make the decision on which source will be used. Freshwater will 

need to first be transported from the source to the freshwater impoundment, where they then can 

be sent to each individual well-pad as set by the fracking schedule. The distance from the 

freshwater source to the impoundment site is dependent on the selected source, and the distance 

from the impoundment site to each well-pad ranges from approximately 0.5 to 6 miles, with the 

majority between 1 – 2 miles. Since the fracking production schedule has already been set, you 

do not need to decide on which well-pad the freshwater needs to be transported to, you only need 
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to decide on the mode of transportation. You can choose to transport the freshwater by either 

constructing new pipelines or use a third-party trucking contractor. 

 

Decisions: 

 

You are responsible for three decisions for the overall system:  

 

Construct pipeline to transport freshwater from source to impoundment: You can choose to 

transport the freshwater from source to impoundment either by constructing a pipeline or a third-

party trucking contractor. If you choose to construct the pipeline, there is a large capital cost 

associated with that option. 

 

If you do not choose to construct a pipeline to transport freshwater from source to impoundment, 

you can hire a third-party contractor where you will only need to pay on a per-volume-distance 

basis. The key financial parameters of each case will be found in the parameter table below.  

 

Use pipeline to transport freshwater from impoundment to well-pad: You can choose to 

transport the freshwater from impoundment to well-pads either by constructing a pipeline or a 

third-party trucking contractor. If you choose to construct the pipeline, there is a large capital 

cost associated with that option.  

 

If you do not choose to construct a pipeline to transport freshwater from impoundment to well-

pads, you can hire a third-party contractor where you will only need to pay on a per-volume-

distance basis. 

 

Pipeline options: If you choose to construct a pipeline for either options listed above, there are 

three pipeline options that you can choose from. They range in different maximum flow capacity, 

capital cost, but have the same variable cost. If you choose a pipe option that has does not meet 

the freshwater demand, the excess freshwater will be transported via trucks. The financial 

parameters of each case will be found in the parameter table below. 
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Relationship with other experts: 

 

You will act as a primary advisor to the well-pad operator, and the well-pad operator will 

provide you with an estimate of how much freshwater you will need to transport to the well-

pads. The environmental regulator will set which freshwater source will be used, and you will 

need to take that information into consideration while you make your decision. You know there 

is a trade-off in air emissions damages between trucking and constructing a pipeline, but you do 

not know the exact values for that trade-off. In addition, since air emissions damages are 

calculated through an economic input-output method, the higher the financial cost of the various 

components, the higher the air emissions cost will be. However, you can cycle through your 

options to check which option will have higher air emissions damages. 
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Key Parameters: 

 

Parameter Value 

Trucking Cost $0.053/barrel-mile 

Pipeline Variable Cost $0.005/barrel-mile 

Pipeline A Capacity 200,000 barrels/week 

Pipeline B Capacity 1,000,000 barrels/week 

Pipeline C Capacity 1,200,000 barrels/week 

Pipeline A Capital Cost $240,000/mile 

Pipeline B Capital Cost $320,000/mile 

Pipeline C Capital Cost $400,000/mile 

Distance from Stream  10 miles 

Distance from Lake 15 miles 

Distance from River 35 miles 

Freshwater Withdraw Cost – 

Stream 

$0.50/barrel 

Freshwater Withdraw Cost – 

Lake 

$0.30/barrel 

Freshwater Withdraw Cost – 

River 

$0.10/barrel 

 

A.2.3 Role: wastewater expert 

Individual Goal: Minimize the financial cost of treating, disposing, and transporting wastewater 

from the well-pads 

 

You are the wastewater expert of your company, and your goal is to minimize the financial cost 

related to wastewater. This includes transportation cost (either in the form of pipeline 

construction or trucking cost), central treatment of wastewater, and disposal fee paid to the 

disposal wells.  
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The amount of wastewater generated is dependent upon the decisions of the well-pad operator, 

and that person will have an estimate of amount of wastewater that will be transported. You can 

choose to transport the wastewater to a centralized treatment facility through either constructing 

new pipelines or use a third-party trucking contractor. However, wastewater can only be 

transported to disposal wells through the third-party trucking contractor. 

 

Decisions: 

You are responsible for three decisions for the overall system:  

 

Use central treatment facility to treat wastewater: You can choose to treat the wastewater 

generated from the well-pads using a central treatment facility, either by constructing a pipeline 

or use a third-party trucking contractor. 85% of all wastewater treated in the central treatment 

facility will reach a quality that can be directly returned to the water sources. This 85% will not 

incur any additional cost. However, central treatment facility will charge a fee per wastewater 

barrel treated. The remaining 15% will need to be disposed in the disposal well. If you do not 

choose to treat the wastewater centrally, 100% of the wastewater will need to be transported to 

the disposal wells.  

 

Construct pipeline to transport wastewater from well-pad to centralized treatment facility: 

If you choose to treat the wastewater centrally, you can choose to transport the wastewater from 

well-pads to centralized treatment facility either by constructing a pipeline or use a third-party 

trucking contractor. If you choose to construct the pipeline, there is a large capital cost associated 

with that option. If you choose to hire a third-party contractor, you will only need to pay on a 

per-volume-distance basis. The key financial parameters of each case will be found in the table 

below. 

 

Pipeline options: If you choose to construct a pipeline, there are three pipeline options that you 

can choose from. They range in different maximum flow capacity, capital cost, but have the 

same variable cost. The financial parameters of each case will be found in the parameter table 

below. If you choose a pipeline option that has a too low of capacity, the remaining water will be 

transported via trucking.  
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Relationship with other experts: 

 

You will act as a primary advisor to the well-pad operator, and the well-pad operator will 

provide you with an estimate of how much wastewater you will need to transport from the well-

pads. You know there is a trade-off in air emissions damages between trucking and constructing 

a pipeline, with the fact that trucking usually generates higher air emissions damages than 

constructing a pipeline. Furthermore, there is also air emissions damages associated with central 

treatment, but you do not know the damages associated with each option. However, you do know 

that due to the economic input-output model used, air emissions damage generally increases with 

increased financial cost.  

Key Parameters: 

 

Parameter Value 

Estimated Generated 

Wastewater  

Less than 80,000 barrels/week 

Central Water Treatment 

Cost 

$5.50/barrel 

Disposal Well Cost $1.50/barrel 

Distance to Treatment 

Facility 

50 miles 

Distance to Disposal Well 150 miles 

Trucking Cost $0.053/barrel-mile 

Pipeline Variable Cost $0.005/barrel-mile 

Pipeline A Capacity 200,000 barrels/week 

Pipeline B Capacity 1,000,000 barrels/week 

Pipeline C Capacity 1,200,000 barrels/wee 

Pipeline A Capital Cost $240,000/mile 

Pipeline B Capital Cost $320,000/mile 

Pipeline C Capital Cost $400,000/mile 
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A.2.4 Role: environmental regulator 

Individual Goal/System Goal: Ensure that the wastewater management system produces the least 

amount of human health damages through air emissions.  

 

You are local community environmental regulator, and your main goal is to minimize the human 

health damages as a result of the air emissions generated from the overall water management 

system. Each activity has their associated damages that can be estimated on a dollar basis. Based 

on the decisions of other actors, the tool will provide you with the overall damages of the 

operation. However, from prior experience, you know that a well-designed system should not 

have more than $15 million in human health damages to the community.  

 

The human health damages are calculated through an economic input-output model, that 

generally means that the greater the financial cost of the system, the higher the emissions 

damages. In addition, trucking emissions damages are calculated based on distance traveled, with 

increased damages on a per mile basis.  

 

Out of the three freshwater sources under consideration, the community has provided a 

preference on Stream to be the freshwater source. You will then want to ensure the firm uses the 

Stream. However, the Stream has the highest freshwater withdraw cost, and it might lead to 

higher financial costs. If other participants are willing to compromise on other design decisions 

that would lower environmental cost, you would be open for them to use the Lake and River 

options.  

 

Decisions: 

 

You are responsible for one decision for the overall system:  

 

Freshwater source for the operation: You will decide which freshwater source will be used for 

the firm’s operation. The three water sources are: a stream, which is 10 miles away from the 

fracking operation; a lake, which is 15 miles away; and a river, which is 35 miles away.  
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Relationship with other experts: 

 

Since your main goal is to minimize air emissions damages, you will want to push for the other 

experts to iterate through their design decisions to find the design with the lowest damages. 

However, you know that the operation has already received approval, so preventing the fracking 

operation entirely is impossible. You can only minimize the damages associated with the 

operation. 

 

Key Parameters 

 

Pollutant Cost per ton 

NH3 $131,000 

NOx $5,540 

PM2.5 $118,000 

SO2 $44,500 

VOC $11,300 

CO2e $40 

 

A.3 Residual Analysis 

To conduct statistical hypothesis testing generate reliable confidence intervals, we need to 

confirm the residuals are normally distributed.5 In addition, OLS regression requires that the 

residuals are approximately mean zero and they have equal variance (homoskedasticity).6  

 

The residuals for both the log-transformed financial cost model and the log-transformed 

environmental cost model are approximately mean zero and normally distributed, however they 

exhibit heteroskedastic behaviour. As seen in Figure A-1 and Figure A-2, after performing the 

log-transformation on the dependent variable (B), the studentized residuals fits the QQ-plot 

significantly better after the log transformation. In addition, after the log transformation, the 

jackknife residuals are more closely clustered around zero.  
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We also verified this result by applying a gamma log link function to the model and found 

the result to be extremely like the log transformed model results. The regression table for the 

gamma log link function can be found in Table A-4. 

 

  However, there is a clear fan shape in the jackknife residuals, where the absolute values 

of the residuals increased as the fitted values increased. This shows that the error term does not 

have a constant variance. The Levene’s Test for equal variance7 shows that the null hypothesis of 

equal variance is rejected at p < 0.12 for financial cost and at p < 0.04 for environmental cost. 

Therefore, as a matter of prudence, heteroskedastic robust standard errors were reported for both 

models.  

 

Figure A-1 - Residual analysis of the financial cost objective, with (A) representing the untransformed model and (B) 

representing the log-transformed model. The left plot for each panel represents the QQ-plot of the studentized residuals, and the 

right plot for each panel represents the jackknife residuals measured against the fitted values. 
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Figure A-2 Residual analysis of the environmental cost objective, with (A) representing the untransformed model and (B) 

representing the log-transformed model. The left plot for each panel represents the QQ-plot of the studentized residuals, and the 

right plot for each panel represents the jackknife residuals measured against the fitted values. 

Finally, the full regression results of all the models constructed for both Financial Cost 

and Environmental Cost are presented below in Table A-2 and Table A-3. It is worth noting that 

the standard errors for each coefficient (and therefore their respective p-values) are 

heteroskedastic robust and clustered around each group, creating a more rigorous statistical 

conclusion about their effects. 
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Table A-2 Regression of Log Transformed Financial Cost Objective 

 
Table A-3 Regression Results on the Log Transformed Environmental Cost Objective 
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Table A-4 Gamma Log Link Function Results for Financial and Environmental Cost Objectives 
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Appendix B Supplemental Information for Chapter 3 

B.1 Study Design Attribute Information 

The full set of policy attributes used in the study can be seen below. Participants were 

provided with this table for reference in their briefing material for both their individual surveys 

and for their group discussion. These levels are taken from different climate policies proposed by 

various candidates during the Democratic Presidential Primary.8–13 The attributes were selected 

due to recent polls showing large disagreement on these issues.14–18 This is to ensure that 

participants are not already in agreement prior to the group discussion.  

Table B-1 Policy characteristics and description 

Policy 

Characteristic 

Characteristic Description Characteristic Levels 

Nuclear 

Power in the 

Power Grid 

Nuclear power is the largest carbon-

neutral energy source in the United 

States. About 20% of the electricity in 

the U.S. comes from nuclear power. 

Many people worry about the safety 

of nuclear power and nuclear waste. 

Some candidates support new nuclear 

power plants, while others want to 

remove many existing plants. 

Keep current nuclear power plants 

but do not build any new plants. 

Keep current nuclear power plants 

and provide money to increase 

nuclear power by 14% over the next 

eight years. 

Shut down nuclear power plants that 

are not making money, reducing 

nuclear power by 14-29% than 

today. Do not build nuclear plants in 

the next eight years. 

Price on 

Carbon 

($/ton) 

Putting a price on carbon means 

polluters would pay when they release 

greenhouse gas (GHG) into the air. 

Economists believe a carbon price is a 

cost-effective way to reduce GHG 

emissions. However, a high carbon 

price could lead to higher prices on 

many goods such as gasoline. 

Candidates support a wide range of 

carbon prices, from $0 per ton to $150 

per ton of CO2. 

0 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

Fossil Fuel 

Exploration 

Rules on 

Federal Land 

A large amount of our fossil fuel is 

produced on federal lands and waters. 

Some candidates want a full ban on 

fossil fuel exploration in these areas. 

Other candidates want tighter 

regulations that increases fracking 

safety standards and publicly say what 

Unregulated access to federal lands 

and waters for fossil fuel 

exploration. 

Tighter fracking regulation on public 

lands that increases storage safety 

standards and transparency of what 

chemicals are used. 
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chemicals fossil fuel companies are 

using. Finally, some candidates 

believe producing fossil fuel from 

federal lands will lower prices and 

want to keep the current situation. 

Fully ban fossil fuel exploration on 

public lands. 

Clean Energy 

Standard 

Target 

A clean energy standard sets the 

amount of electricity that must be 

generated using an approved clean 

energy source such as solar, wind, 

hydro, or nuclear. Because the United 

States electricity sector accounts for 

~33% of our GHG emissions today, a 

clean energy standard will lower the 

total GHG emitted. However, this will 

force many existing fossil fuel power 

plants to close and could increase 

prices on goods. Candidates have 

different clean energy targets, ranging 

from 100% clean energy by 2030 to 

100% clean energy by 2100. 

Starting from 2021, reach 100% 

clean energy by 2035 with a yearly 

increase of 7.5% of clean energy in 

the grid. 

Starting from 2021, reach 100% 

clean energy by 2050 with a yearly 

increase of 3.5% of clean energy in 

the grid 

 

B.2 Sample User Interface for Individual Survey 

Participants used a R Shiny web app to complete their stage 1 survey. An example choice task 

can be seen below (Figure B-1).  
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Figure B-1 Example choice task for stage 1 individual survey 

 

B.3 Stage Two Cluster Analysis Sample Statistics 

Summary statistics of the estimated individual utility function parameters can be found 

below: 
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Table B-2 Individual parameter estimation, divided by clusters. 

Parameters 

(Median, Mean, 

Standard 

Deviation) 

Indifferent 

 

Fast 

Decarbonization 

Against FF 

Exploration 

Against Status 

Quo 

Intercept -0.38, -0.68, 

4.81 
-3.51, -3.95, 3.70 

-20.0, -16.7, 

7.37 

-2.33, -1.97, 

4.55 

Increase 

Nuclear 

-0.07, -0.76, 

4.12 
0.81, 1.16, 2.88 

-0.22, -0.66, 

3.14 

-1.46, -2.60, 

5.59 

Decrease 

Nuclear 
0.10, 0.87, 3.83 -0.55, -1.36, 4.01 

-0.21, -0.43, 

1.18 
-0.10, 0.11, 3.14 

CO2 Price 0.04, 0.18, 1.07 0.52, 0.65, 1.35 -0.02, 0.14, 1.22 0.07, 0.27, 1.34 

Tighter FF 

Exploration 

Regs 

0.18, 0.22, 0.71 1.38, 1.69, 2.90 20.6, 15.8, 8.44 2.56, 2.88, 2.71 

Ban FF 

Exploration on 

PL 

0.12, 0.06, 0.75 1.14, 1.16, 3.59 21.2, 15.8, 9.04 2.22, 2.43, 1.82 

2050 100% 

Clean Energy 

Goal 

0.12, 0.46, 4.86 2.32, 3.31, 4.65 1.14, 2.35, 5.18 0.61, 1.15, 3.01 

2035 100% 

Clean Energy 

Goal 

0.09, -0.37, 3.33 4.03, 3.98, 3.56 1.13, 3.92, 7.42 1.16, 0.71, 3.63 

 

This result shows that the range of estimated parameters values are descriptively different 

for each parameter between all clusters, once again showing that participants from each cluster 

have different preferences prior to the group discussion. However, it is important to note that 

there is still a wide dispersion of estimated values for each parameter within each cluster (note 

the high standard deviation values). While this shows that we cannot say with statistical 

significance (at p = 0.05 level) that all clusters are different for all attributes, we believe this is 

still sufficient to ensure there is some preference heterogeneity within each group during the 

group discussion. 

B.4 Group Discussion Briefing Material 

During the group discussion, the following script was read to the participants: 

 

“Thank you again for coming today to participate in the second stage of our experiment. In front 

of you is a consent form, and before we start, please read through the consent form carefully and 
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acknowledge the three voluntary confirmation statements at the bottom of the page. If you have 

any questions, please let me know and I would be happy to answer them.  

<Consent form> 

Thank you all for agreeing to participate in the study today.  

Your goal today is to identify the most appropriate metal part in this Pontoon bridge assembly 

for MAM. The possible set of parts are the same ones you saw during your initial survey, and 

they will have the same attributes. There will be three stages in today’s group exercise.  

Stage 1: You will be presented with 15 comparisons (similar to the individual surveys you filled 

out earlier), and you will have 2 minutes to discuss the two alternatives as a group. Before the 

end of the two minutes, you have to vote on which alternative you believe the group judges to be 

the best part for MAM. There is no need for a consensus, but you are encouraged to share your 

perspective and work together. You will enter your vote on the screen in front of you, select the 

appropriate option in the dropdown menu and click on the associated submit button.  

Stage 2: Once this is done, you will be presented with a recommendation on what part the group 

judges to be the best for MAM. You must provide an up or down vote on whether you think the 

group should choose this alternative. You will also have 2 minutes to discuss your responses.  

Stage 3: At the end of stage 2, you will be asked to make 10 further comparisons.  Each 

comparison will always include the recommended part from stage 2, and you will be asked to 

judge the recommended part against another part on its suitability for MAM. There will only be 

30 seconds for each comparison.  

Once you complete stage 3, that will conclude our study.  

Here are a few final notes: 1) For all three stages, if the group makes a decision before the end of 

the 2 minutes (stages 1 and 2) or 30 seconds (stage 3), you cannot move onto the next question 

until the timer expires. 2) During your discussions, we encourage you to share with each other 

how and why you believe one alternative is better than the other, especially if there is 

disagreement amongst your group.  

Are there any questions?” 
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B.5 Estimated k Parameter Values for Mean-Variance Model 

During Stage Three Group Discussion 

The estimated k values of groups with the mean-variance models range from -0.10 to 0.09, 

with most groups clustered around 0 (Figure B-2). This result suggests that these groups’ social 

welfare function most closely matched social welfare functions with equal weights (k ≈ 0). 

Filtering the k values to only groups that reached consensus on the recommendation 

demonstrated similar result (Figure B-3).  

 

Figure B-2 Estimated k values of groups given recommendations using the mean-variance model. k values range from -0.10 to 

0.09, with most values clustered around 0.  

 

Figure B-3 Estimated k values of groups that reached consensus on recommendations using the mean-variance model. k values 

range from -0.10 to 0.09, with most values clustered around 0. 
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Given how close k values were to 0, we calculated the correlation between the final group 

social welfare function utility values estimated using the mean-variance model and the group 

social welfare function utility values assuming an equal weight functional form for each group. 

The correlation between the two social welfare function utility values for each group ranged 

from 0.84 to 0.99 for all groups receiving the mean-variance recommendation. For 17 out of 27 

groups, the top recommendation was the same between the mean-variance model and the equal 

weights model, and when examining the top five recommendations, the average number of 

recommendations that are the same for both social welfare functions is 2.6 (range from 0 to 5). 

This result suggests that while the mean-variance model and the equal weight social welfare 

functions are similar, there is still some differences in the final social welfare function utility 

values for all alternatives. 

B.6 Group Discussion Simulation Results 

Simulation results for the weighted sum model to select the recommendation. We tested 

four different approaches: information maximization, upper confidence bound (UCB), hybrid 

approach with 10 recommendations given using information maximization and five using UCB 

(Hybrid 5), and a hybrid approach with two UCB with (Hybrid 2). UCB approach suggests a 

recommendation by calculating a new social welfare function based on the estimated parameters 

and its variances. Information maximization suggests a recommendation that would provide the 

highest information (d-optimality). We simulated the performance of these approaches by first 

simulating four participants with known attribute parameters, and then constructed the group 

utility values using the calculated utility function values for each individual for all policy 

alternatives. We then simulated the individual votes in the group discussion using their 

individual utility functions. Based on those simulated votes, we then calculated the final group 

recommendation based on those results. To evaluate the performance of each approach, we 

calculated the correlation of each simulated group ranking against the ground truth of the group 

preferences. Out of the four approaches, all of them with the exception of the Hybrid 5 approach 

had high correlation, and the Hybrid 2 approach had the least variance in its correlation, making 

it more likely that the model could select a recommendation that will reflect the ground truth of 

the group preferences. 
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Figure B-4 Correlation of the recommendation algorithm with the four different approaches.   

B.7 Individual Mixed Logit Model Validation 

 

To test our pre-registered analysis on an individual level, we used two mixed logit models 

to test a) whether participants in the two treatment arms differed in their acceptance of the 

recommendation, and b) whether participants in the two treatment arms differed in the 

probability of them staying with the recommendation when given random alternatives.  

The two model specifications in log-odds forms are: 

log (
P(L≻R)c

1-P(L≻R)c
) = γĉ + θ̂ × 1[Treatment Arm = MV]c (1) 

and 

log (
P(L≻R)ic

1-P(L≻R)ic
) = ωî + τĉ + ζ̂ × 1[Treatment Arm = MV]ic (2) 

where the group-level random intercepts (gamma) follow a multivariate normal distribution to 

allow for dependence of the choice between members of the same group. ωî and τĉ are modeled 

using a multivariate normal distribution to capture any group-level and participant-level 
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dependence of the choices, and ζ̂ and θ̂ are the treatment effects for the mean-variance group for 

the two models. The model specifications can be found below (Table B-3): 

Table B-3 Model summary statistics for both mixed logit models. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.005 

Coefficients Mixed Logit Models 

 Recommendation Agreement (a) Validation (b) 

 Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error 

Intercept 2.03 0.96* 1.74 0.23*** 

Treatment 

(Mean-

Variance 

Model) 

1.99 1.12 0.62 0.33 

 

The models showed that participants who received the mean-variance model were more 

likely to both accept the recommendation, and to stay with the recommendation during the 

validation stage. While the treatment variables were not statistically significant at α = 0.05 level, 

the size of the coefficient estimate suggests that the choice of model was significant in the 

outcomes.  

In addition, using the DHARMa package19, we examined the residual diagnostics for our 

generalized linear mixed models. By examining the residuals for both models, we can identify if 

there are any potential dispersion, heteroskedasticity, or misspecification problems. We can use 

the QQ plot of the expected versus observed residuals, along with the Levene Test7 for 

homogeneity of the variance of the treatment variable to identify any potential issues.   

For both models, both plots showed that there is no obvious model misspecification. KS test, 

dispersion test, and outlier test values are all significantly above 0.05 for both models (see Figure 

B-5 and Figure B-6). The Levene Test for homogeneity also shows that the assumption of equal 

variances holds for both models. This suggests that there are no significant model 

misspecification issues for both models. 
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Figure B-5 Recommendation acceptance model. QQ plot of the expected versus observed residuals is on the left, while the 

Levene Test for homogeneity of variance is on the right. 
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Figure B-6 Individual validation model. QQ plot of observed versus expected residuals is on the left, while the Levene test for 

homogeneity of variance is on the right. 
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Appendix C Supplemental Information for Chapter 5 

C.1 Semi-Structured Expert Interview Questions 

C.1.1 Part Selection Interviews 

We are trying to understand the best ways of determining whether components in a part, 

system, or subassembly are suitable for consolidation using metal additive manufacturing. For 

example, if we take a pair of scissors, would the blade and the handle be appropriate for 

consolidation using metal additive manufacturing? We want to know, according to your 

viewpoint, what the general principles, rules, and methods are for determining whether 

components should be consolidated. 

 

1. First, I’d like to start off by covering the most recent experience you’ve had with consolidation in 

metal additive manufacturing. When was the last time you worked on such a problem? What was 

the context? 

 

*Establishes recency. 

 

2. First, I’d like to start off by covering the most recent experience you’ve had with consolidation in 

metal additive manufacturing. When was the last time you worked on such a problem? What was 

the context? 

a. Follow up questions based on the response: 

i. What was the component/assembly 

ii. What was the material 

iii. What was the manufacturing process 

iv. What were its dimensions 

 

*Establishes Context 

 

3. Were there any tools or programs that you used to help you make the assessment? Computer 

assisted drawings? Optimization model outputs? 

*Establishes the type of tool for their assessment 

 

4. What were the key considerations, objectives, and criteria in the consolidation approach? How 

did you perform your assessment? 
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a. Provide specific examples of the rules or models you used 

b. Provide specific criteria 

i. How did you determine the outcome of the criteria 

5. For the following characteristics, describe what they mean to you during your assessment of a 

component (use as a followup - provide an example to show what we are looking for these bullet 

points). 

a. Criticality 

b. Thermal load - cyclic 

c. Thermal load - non cyclic 

d. Mechanical load - cyclic 

e. Mechanical load - non cyclic 

f. Overhangs 

g. Tolerance 

h. Total cost 

6. Rate the above characteristics’ importance to your decision from 1-10, with 1 being the least 

important, and 10 the most important. 

7. Now think back to the list of objectives, rules, and criteria you listed back in question 4, are there 

additional rules, objectives, or criteria that you would consider if the component was evaluated in 

an Army context.  

a. Follow up prompt if expert is unable to think of any: 

i. How about objectives such as mission readiness? 

C.1.2 Part Consolidation Questions 

We are trying to understand the best ways of determining what components are suitable 

for metal additive manufacturing (MAM) process. For example, would a turbine blade in an 

aircraft engine be suitable for MAM? We want to know, according to your viewpoint, what the 

general principles, rules, and methods are for determining whether components would be a 

suitable candidate for MAM. 

 

1. First of all, I’d like to start off by covering the most recent experience you’ve had with 

determining whether a component was suitable for metal additive manufacturing. This could be 

either in a research or industry setting. We want to know, according to your viewpoint, what the 

general principles, rules, and methods are for determining whether components are good 

candidates for MAM. 
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*Establishes recency 

 

2. For that most recent experience, can you give a general description of the component that you 

evaluated? What assembly/sub-assembly was that component in?  

a. Follow up questions based on the response: 

b. What was the component/assembly 

c. What was the material 

d. What were its dimensions 

3. Were there any tools or programs that you used to help you make the assessment? Computer 

assisted drawings? Cost model outputs? 

4. What were the key considerations, objectives, and criteria in evaluating whether the component 

was suitable for MAM? How did you perform your assessment? 

a. Provide specific examples of the rules or models you used 

b. Provide specific criteria 

i. How did you determine the outcome of the criteria 
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C.2 Part Selection Survey Candidate Information 

The set of candidates from the M16 Ramp Bay and M17 Interior Bay of the Army’s Improved Ribbon Bridge assembly can be found 

in Table C-1. There are 15 candidate parts and their attribute information was found through a combination of expert interviews with 

Army experts and LogiQuest Lite database.20  

Table C-1 Part selection survey candidates and their associated levels. Attribute levels are determined through survey with Army experts and through the LogiQuest Lite 

database.20 

Sub-Assembly Part Criticality Overhang Mechanical 

Cyclic Load 

Production 

Price 

Mission 

Criticality 

Material Failure Rate Supply 

Shortage 

Travel Latch and 

Receptacles 

Manual 

Control 

Level 

No Yes Yes 256 No Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No  

Travel Latch and 

Receptacles 

Strike 

Catch 

Yes No No 61 Yes Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Pump and 

Reservoir 

Directional 

Control 

Linear 

Valve 

No Yes No 88 Yes No Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

Yes 

Pump and 

Reservoir 

Manual 

Control 

Lever 

No Yes No 120 Yes Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Interior Bay and 

Foldlock 

Roadway 

to Bow 

Ponton 

Foldlock 

Yes No Yes 199 Yes Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Interior Bay and 

Foldlock 

Spring 

Support 

Pin 

Yes No Yes 4 Yes No High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

Yes 

Interior Bay and 

Foldlock 

Flat 

Washer 

Yes No No 0.01 No No High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Ramp Bay Inner 

Pontons Foldlock 

Manual 

Control 

Lever 

No No Yes 417 No Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 
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Ramp Bay Inner 

Pontons Foldlock 

Mounting 

Block 

No Yes No 100 No Yes High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

Yes 

Ramp Bay Inner 

Pontons Foldlock 

Self-

Locking 

Hexagon 

Nut 

Yes No No 1 Yes Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

Yes 

Upper Couplings 

and Receptacle 

Blocks 

Cotter Pin Yes No Yes 1 No Yes High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Upper Couplings 

and Receptacle 

Blocks 

Helical 

Extension 

Spring 

Yes Yes Yes 2 No No High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Upper Couplings 

and Receptacle 

Blocks 

Lock 

Release 

Lever 

No No No 299 No Yes High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Upper Couplings 

and Receptacle 

Blocks 

Double 

Angle 

Bracket 

No Yes Yes 30 Yes No High (More than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 

Upper Couplings 

and Receptacle 

Blocks 

Friction 

Receptacle 

Catch Stud 

No Yes No 695 No Yes Low (Less than 2 

failures in the last 

deployment) 

No 
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 A screenshot of the discrete choice task can be found in Figure C-1.  

 

Figure C-1 Screenshot of a sample discrete choice task for the stage one individual survey.  

 

C.3 Part Consolidation Candidate Information 

The 11 components in the brake pedal assembly have a total of 2048 possible consolidation 

combinations. However, after filtering out redundant and infeasible candidates, we reduced total 

number of combinations to 96. The set of possible consolidation combinations can be seen below 

in Figure C-2.  
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Figure C-2 Possible part consolidation candidates after filtering out infeasible consolidation candidates.  

A screenshot of the survey UI can be seen below in Figure C-3. 
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Figure C-3 Screenshot of part consolidation survey discrete choice task. 
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C.4 Part Selection Candidate Ranking 

After applying the aggregate expert model fixed effects, we can determine a ranked order of all known candidates.  

Rank Sub-Assembly Part Criticality Overhang Mechanical 

Cyclic 

Load 

Production 

Price 

Mission 

Criticality 

Material Failure Rate Supply 

Shortage 

6 Travel Latch 

and Receptacles 

Manual 

Control 

Level 

No Yes Yes 256 No Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

No  

9 Travel Latch 

and Receptacles 

Strike Catch Yes No No 61 Yes Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

No 

8 Pump and 

Reservoir 

Directional 

Control 

Linear 

Valve 

No Yes No 88 Yes No Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

Yes 

5 Pump and 

Reservoir 

Manual 

Control 

Lever 

No Yes No 120 Yes Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

No 

7 Interior Bay and 

Foldlock 

Roadway to 

Bow Ponton 

Foldlock 

Yes No Yes 199 Yes Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

No 

11 Interior Bay and 

Foldlock 

Spring 

Support Pin 

Yes No Yes 4 Yes No High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

Yes 

15 Interior Bay and 

Foldlock 

Flat Washer Yes No No 0.01 No No High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

No 

2 Ramp Bay 

Inner Pontons 

Foldlock 

Manual 

Control 

Lever 

No No Yes 417 No Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

No 
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4 Ramp Bay 

Inner Pontons 

Foldlock 

Mounting 

Block 

No Yes No 100 No Yes High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

Yes 

12 Ramp Bay 

Inner Pontons 

Foldlock 

Self-

Locking 

Hexagon 

Nut 

Yes No No 1 Yes Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

Yes 

13 Upper 

Couplings and 

Receptacle 

Blocks 

Cotter Pin Yes No Yes 1 No Yes High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

No 

14 Upper 

Couplings and 

Receptacle 

Blocks 

Helical 

Extension 

Spring 

Yes Yes Yes 2 No No High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

No 

1 Upper 

Couplings and 

Receptacle 

Blocks 

Lock 

Release 

Lever 

No No No 299 No Yes High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

No 

10 Upper 

Couplings and 

Receptacle 

Blocks 

Double 

Angle 

Bracket 

No Yes Yes 30 Yes No High (More 

than 2 failures 

in the last 

deployment) 

No 

3 Upper 

Couplings and 

Receptacle 

Blocks 

Friction 

Receptacle 

Catch Stud 

No Yes No 695 No Yes Low (Less than 

2 failures in the 

last 

deployment) 

No 
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